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Debutantes To Make Society Bows On May 18

JUNE BILLOPS

MARY COLE
MARTEL E. COLEMAN

PEARL WESTBROOKS

SUSIE ETTA FUGH

ERNESTINE DAVIS

WALTER MAY YOUNG

LAVERNE ROGERS

•

LAVERTRA FISHER

JEVERTA LOLS EDWARDS

LOIS JEAN FRAZIER

SYLVIA GRADY
'

•

BOBBY JEAN RUKFNDALT.

JUANITA MOORE

VESTA MINOR

ROSE LEE RICHARDSON

„

tr.
tshee

FREDDIE MAE GREEN

DeVERNE JOHNSON

ZENOBIA JOHNSON

BETTY JEAN KNIGHT

0
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Clubhouse Setting For Lovely Wedding
Reception - Of Mr. and Mrs. Scott

SOCIETY
Merry-Go#Round.
By Ernogene A Watkins
IF YOU THINK THAT THE Southern university was a visitor
only thing that appeals to people briefly in the Bluff City last week
these days is dancing. .or teas when he was the houseguest of
. .or club meetings. . .you're Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Turner. Dr.
wrong. At least one other activi- Clark, who was recently appointty will have to be added to the ed by President Eisenhower to the
list now. They enjoy home shows, Board of Foreign Scholarships,
too. You have no idea how many was enroute from Pine Bluff,
new cooking tips they stocked up Ark, where he had addressed a
group at Arkansas A and M colon!
I have attended home shows in lege.
•••
many places, but no crowd could
match the local crowd for interA DELIGIITFUL ACTIVITY
est and attention to features. Ex- among the glamorous Les Belles
pectancy was, of course—a key- Charmants is the observance of
note. • .as hundreds of loyal home- birthdays of club members at
makers sat with tickets in fan each meeting. Sharing the spotshape waiting for their names to light at the last meeting which
be called. . .or lists of numbers was held at Tony's on Saturday,
as long as a lottery sheet. .but April 28, u ere Johnnie Black and
40 YEARS TOGETHER a n d
their show of disappointment at Vera Johnson. They received beaushe's still serving her hus.
not hearing their names was prac- tiful gifts. Hostess for the occasband. . .and with a smile.
tically nil as they cast an antici- ion was Rose Coleman.
nearly 60 guests helped honor
Other members present w,ere
patory eye toward the offerings
Rev. and Mrs. J. L. Griffin
of the participants on the varied I Marilyn Tucker, Helen Burns, Laprogram. There were quartets, chree Steverson, Rose Roberts,
band groups, orchestra groups, Beatrice Price, Beatrice Jackson,
glee clubs, Teen Town Singers, ' Barbara Cooper, Joan Johnson and
panel discussion, cake baking con- Vernita Doggett.
**
test and a lively fashion show
which featured appealing apparel
FASHIONS
AROUND
THE
that was enjoyed by all. There' CLOCK presented by members of
were even demonstrations in hair- the Good Samaritan club on Sunstyling.
clay, April 22 at Curries Club
And what was interesting to Tropicana featured a variety of
me was the number of men who wonderful fashions. . .from 6 a.
made specific requests for recipe m. sleeping attire to 6 p.m. evesheets, Some said that they were fling attire. It would have been
taking them home to their wives difficult for any judge to single
• . .but others admitted that they out any model for a prize. . .all
were going to try them out at the were unique in their own ways.
stove themselves. Then the exhib- The program was equally as apitors' booths were excellent too. pealing with varied music and
Apart from all of this, I saw recitations.
The club members wish to exmore relaxed people. . .who had
come for sheer entertainment.
press their appreciation to all who
a *
helped make the affair so sucBIG NEWS THIS WEEK is the cessful. Mrs. E. B. Sawyer is
arrival of Delta May Week which president, and Mrs. Autry C.
is being observed nationally by Chism is reporter.
a a *
chapters of Delta Sigma Theta
sotbrity. Alpha Gamma Sigma
ST. MONICA'S SODALITY, a
chapter here has planned several group of the younger women of
activities to highlight their ob- St. Anthony and St. Augustine parservance.
ishes met on Sunday, April 28 in
On Saturday, May 12 Breakfast the recreation hall of St. Augusfor Milady will be held for the tine's. Organized to foster religSTILL A BIT AWED over the
fifth annual time. At 10 a.m. la- ious ideals of the Catholic faith,
pleasant surprise she receivdies from all parts of the city will and provide for social activities,
gather at Currie's Club Tropicana they have for their spiritual aded %then she was honored on
to partake of a hot breakfast of visor, Father Cosmas Handel.
her birthday, is Mrs. Lizzie
fried chicken, witness a spectacHostesses for the occasion were
(holding flowers in
Pulliam
ular fashion show, be entertained Nina Brayon, Dorothy Cole and
center), who was given a stir.
by an interesting program, win Geraldine Burke. Members presprise birthday party bs Mr.
lots of prizes, and meet the 1956 ent were: Erma Lae s, president;
!Mother of the Year. At this time Doristine Humphries, secretary and Mrs. Joe Kemp, of 1587
also, presentations will be made treasurer; Gloria Lewis, director
to the scholarship winner, and to of spiritual activities: Constance
the libraries of the various high Walker. Thelma Pickett, Augusschools.
tine Pickett, Bernict Lewis, LaIt gets bigger and better each marls Robinson, Carrie Robinson,
year, and it is an occasion you Cora Palmer, Kitty Simmons, Helcan't afford to miss. Much work en Hoof, Emelda Steverson, Shirhas gone into the planning to as- ley Sylvers, Lillie Ragsdale, MaThe Twelve Matrons Socia
sure you and your friends a morn- bel Meade, and Mrs. Perry Allen.
club held its 19th annual formal
*
ing you will long remember with
pleasure.
IT WAS PLEASANT TO SEE ' dance last week at Curries Club
Mrs. Othella Shannon is chair- the A. A. Branches in town over Tropicana. Rainbow colors p r eman of the Breakfaat. General th e week end. Prof. Branch left dominated amid beautiful floral
chairman for May Week is Miss his duties as Dean of Tougaloo decorations.
The ballroom was decoratMaggie McDowell.
long enough to accept invitations
* s•
, to two outstanding week end so- ed with crimson, red, turquoise,
SPENT A DELIGHTFUL EVE-1 cial affairs in the Bluff City, the purple and yellow balloons arrangNING with the JUGS and their Omega Cocktail Party, and the ed on the bandstand and posts
friends on Saturday, May 5 when Sophisticates Spring Formal. A with all sizes.
Presenting the lovely members
Miss Erma Lae s was the perfect , trip to Memphis every now and
hostess. It was a very informal . then is always to their liking they and their escorts was Mrs. Cox'.
evening and before retiring to the said. Mrs. Branch attended the nelia Crenshaw. Guests were encard playing session, everyone ' meeting of her sorority, Delta Sig- tertained by Miss Mynetta Sims
who did interpretive dancing prewas served buffet style from an ma Theta, while in the city.
ceding the introductions.
** *
attractive table centered with
beautiful yellow roses. Food sereSHOWING SOME IMPROVE- THE GUESTS
ice was handsomely arranged in MENT following her recent conGuests included Mr. and Mrs,
copper chafing dishes and consist. finement to John Gaston hospital !Staten Towns, Mr. and Mrs. Glen
ed of barbecued chicken, especial- is Mrs. Adma Gambrel! who has Agnew, Mrs. Ella Weatherspoon,
ly tasty potato salad, asparagus returned home. . .also recuperat- Mrs. Edith Watson, Mrs. Tarledo
tips, hot roils and coffee in demi- ing is Dr. J. H. Seward, who has Cox, Mrs. Rita Washington, Mrs.
tasse cups.
been ill for several weeks. .Mrs. Margaret Johnson, Mrs. Oralene
Arriving at a dramatic moment . Jewel Speieht, and her son Billy Wilson, Mrs, Shelby Russel. Mrs.
were club members. Josephine are home from St. Louis to be at Annie Parker, Mrs. Erma Moore,
Bridges and Modean Thompson, in the bedside of her sister, Mrs. Mrs. Willie B. Cardwell, M r s.
Josephine's brand new black and Countess Peyton who is very ill
white Buick. We just had to go . . .Confined to bed also is Mrs. with Fashions Along the Missisoutside for more than a casual E. M. Wilkins. We are hoping sippi? That will be Sunday, May
peek:
that allwill soon be well, and up 27, 9 - 11 p.m. The boat leaves
Club members present were . and around again.
from the foot of Monroe at Front
•• •
Velma Lois Jones, Marie Bradst. The club members have planford, Sarah alcKinnie, Gwendo- I WILL YOU BE ABOARD THE ned quite an evening for you!
lyn Nash, and guests; Vivian Ford, Memphis Queen No. 2 when the Contact Mrs. Frances Pegues or
Jewel Gentry, Elsie Thomas. Bcr. members of Voguettes entertain Mrs. Martell Jones for tickets.
tha Cartwright and Gloria Wed• er, High scores were made ts
Vivian Ford who received a lo
ly compact and comb; Glos.
Weaver, who received gorgc,.
ash trays with tinted cigarette
and Elsie Thomas, who won pr.
ty gloves with pearls on them.
* •
DR. F. G. CLARK, president

The Lelia Walker Clubhouse was
the setting for the lovely wedding
reception of Miss Carrie M a e
Smith and Mr. John Allen Scott
on Saturday, April 28, 1956.
Huge vases of white stock and
fern formed the background tor
the receiving line and enhanced
the radiant beauty of the bride.
The bride was lovely in an ankle
length bridal gown of white lace
and satin. The long torso was effectively tucked from which flowed billows of lace forming t h e
skirt. White satin peeped from under the lace tuck separating the
fitted bodice from the billowy
skirt. She wore matching lace
gloves., rhinestone and white accessories with white satin pumps,
Her corsage was a white virgin
orchid.
I
The refreshment table w a s
handsomely laid with a white linen cloth and centered by the three
tier wedding cake set in a circlet
of white virgin orchids. White tapers in crystal candelabra flanked the wedding cake. Individual
cakes decorated with twin wedding bells an frappe were served
the guests. A decorative arrangement of lilies and fern surrounded
by red and yellow lights situated
before a mirror added a unique
double image effect to the decorations of the serving room.
GUESTS INTRODUCED
Mrs. Mary Smith, mother of the
bride, received in beige lace. Her
corsage was a purple orchid. Also
In the receiving line were Mrs.
Mary Scott, mother of the groom,
who wore navy blue shantung
MR. AND MRS. JOHN A. SCOTT
with a corsage of white chrysanthemum, and Mrs. Mayonia Lark of the dress, and red cotton on I were: W. L. Holmes, Mrs. nearridge, sister of the groom, who the suggestive side.
eia HaYle.Y. Mrs. Ruth Flowers,
chose a dress of flowered cotton
Mrs. Essie G. Shaw, wearing Mrs. Ethel C. Clark, Mrs. Maggie
satin. She wore a corsage of red blue metallic silk with a long tor- Taylor, Howard Bowen, Mr.
and
roses.
so and gathered skirt set off by Mrs. Wilton Scott, Miss Charlie
Registering guests was Mrs. Ne- a large side bow, assisted with the M, Scott, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
dra E. Smith, attractively attired , registering of the host of well- Larkridge, B. G. Olive, jr., Mrs.
In a black linen sheath coat dress' wishers who included Mrs. Delores M. Howard, Mrs. Katie Holmes,
with a fitted jacket of black and Cumin, Herman Jerry, jr., an d Mrs. B. G. Olive. jr., Burnie
white check.
Lawrence Oliver from Gary, Ind. Shaw, Miss Marie Brooks. Mrs.
Mrs. Rosa Thompson introduced
All hostesses with the exception St. Elmo Hampton, Mr. and Mrs.
guests to the receiving line. She of Mrs. Johnsen and Mrs. Thomp- Robert Wallace, Mrs. Leslie Ale,. 0,
chose a dress of cocoa lace for son are members of the Entre ,1 ander. Mrs. Marguerite Atkins and
the occasion.
Nous Bridge club of which the Mrs. Margaret Guy.
Sweet strains of bridal music bride is treasurer. The hostesses
Others seen among the wellwas played throughout the recep- wore corsages of yellow carnawishers as the evening progressed
tion by Mrs, Josie Cobb. She wore tions — the club color.
were: Mrs. Mildred Locke, Mrs.
a princess gored dress of blue em- THE BRIDE, GROOM
Dorothy DeNellie, Mrs. Henrietta
bossed cotton.
The bride attended public school Kennedy. Mrs. Eudora Crawford,
Frappe was served from a cry. in Memphis, LeMoyne college and
Mrs. Frances M. Hassell, Miss Lestal punch bowl by Mrs. Gladys Henderson Business college in
Johnson. Mrs. Viola Broadie, Mrs.
Anderson, Mrs. Maisie K. Johnson Memphis. She is presently conLouise Williamson, Mr. and Mrs.
and Miss Alice Burford. Mrs. An- nected with Universal Life InsurBuckley, sr.. Mr. and Mrs. E II
derson's dress was of natural bro- ance company, 480 Linden ave.,
Catching, Miss Ida M. Walker.
cade linen embroidered with gold as cashier.
and brown. Mrs. Johnson was at. The groom also attended t h e Miss Mary Cotton, Miss Lovie
tired in a frock of black Italian Memphis public schools, Lealoyne Montgomery, J. A. Olive, Mrs.
James Prudent, Mr. and Mrs.
silk enhanced by a white bow College a n d Henderson B u s
at the neckline. Miss Burford was ness college in . Memphis. He is Roland Neal and daughter, Miss
charming in black faille with a storekeeper in the Supply Division Tinev Chambliss, Miss Ida G.
scooped neckline accented iv it h of Kennedy Veterans hospital. The Page, Mrs. J. L. Mitchell, Mrs.
rows and rows of pearls and bride and groom are at home at Rita H. Porter, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Bishop, Mrs. L. A. Knowles,
rhinestones.
1627 Webb se
Mrs. J. W. Edmondson. Miss MaWELL WISHERS
AT THE GIFTS
mie Alexander, Mr. and Mrs. W.
Among early arrivals offering
Gifts were registered by t It e
personable Mrs. Lucille D. Scott the happy couple congratulations See CLUBHOUSE, Page 14
O'
whochoseapasteIblue.
dress with insets of marquisettel
on each side of the flared skirt.
-111111111111111P"'
The V-shaped neckline was outlined with folds of marquisette.
Opening and arranging gifts
were: Mrs. Louise O'Isieal, wear.
ing a dusty rose lace gown with
matching stole; Mrs. Helen H.
Bowen whose grey princess-gored
cotton dress was styled with emphasis on the back pouf, and Mrs.
Mable J. Jenkins, gracefully
gowned in a black cotton sheath,
topped with a fitted reversible
coat of black and white petite flowers on the worn side, matching
the folded outline of the neckline

1

In a lovely party as they
observed their 40th wedding
anniversary last week at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. John
W. Hatcher, of 938 Hamilton.

The couple, parents of 10 children, are all smiles as Mrs.
Griffin dips some frappe from
her husband. Newson Photo.

how-

McMillan st., on Wednesday,
April 25. Seated left to right:
Mrs. India Thomas, Mrs. Nina
Catching, Mrs. Pulliam, Mrs.
Helm, Mrs. Lula Kemp, Mrs.
Velma MeChriston (on floor).
Standing: Mrs. Ira Smith,
Mrs. 3Iattie Powell, Mrs. Gertrude Collins, Mrs. Carrie Wal-

ker. Mrs. Alice Jones, Mrs.
Martha Edwards and Mrs.
Randles. Others present but
not shown in picture were:
Mrs. Nell McGown. Jessie
Bishop, J. Todd, Shed rick
Rice, Roy, Jackie, Rickey,
Sonny and Joe Kemp, jr.(McChristen Photo)

Mrs. Charline Gould, Mrs. Martha
James, Mr. and Mrs. Alex Bolton,
Mr. and Mrs. James Allen, Samuel James, Mrs. Mildred James,
Mr. and Mrs. George King, Mr.
and Mrs. Norwood Wells, Mrs.
Myrtle Collins, Miss Annette Col- Beatrice Crenshaw', Jeff Watkins,
lins, Samuel Jennings, Jimmy Flu- Mr. and Mrs. Bill Beard, Henly
ker, Mrs. Ceola Hale, Mr. and I Williams, Mrs. Madie Nevils, Mrs.
Mrs. Charles Rogers, Mr. and Mrs Mae Pearl Smith, Miss Mary
Marcellus Pinnix, Mr. and Mrs. Brown Nathaniel Bowlen •Miss
Harvey Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Ben- Irene Shivers, Mr. and Mrs. Hownie Harmon Mr. and Mrs Levi ard Bell, Miss Albertha Robinson.
Frazier, Mr. and 'Mrs. Robert Ket- Johnnie Harris, Mrs. 0. L. James,
chum, Miss Bernice Watkins, D. Bob Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs. RuHenderson, Mrs. Jessie Sanders, ben Horne, Chicago, Mr, and Mrs.
jr.. Mrs. Joyce Jenkins, Miss Ade- Bernard, Cleveland, Ohio.
Club officers are Mrs. Jimmie
laide Ragland, Mrs. Annie B. Emerson, Clarence Blakely, M r s aleCulley, president, Mrs. June
Velma Rankins and Miss Beatrice Tucker, vice president, Mrs. Elizabeth Plunkett, secretary, M r s.
Grandberry.
Mrs. Bernice Richardson, Mel- Annie M. Harris, assistant secreyin Bonds, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. tary and reporter.
Holloway, Dan Jasper, Mr. and
Mrs. Emmett Hawkins, Mr. and
Mrs. Mose Garrett, Mts. Frankie
Maple, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jackson, Mrs. Amanda Corneaux, Mrs.
Alma Cutler, Mrs. Alice Allen,
Mrs. Eddie Hayes, Mr. and Mrs.
Eldridge Cash,
Mrs. Rub Sarsberry, Mr. and
Mrs. William Montgomery, Miss
Naomi Gochett, Miss Elsie Jones, '
Mrs. Ann Parker, Mrs. Clara
Bledsoe, Mrs. Margaret Scott,
Mrs. Luvenia Joyner, Miss Temple Davis, Mrs. Lottie Horns, Mrs.
Turline Tegues, Mrs. Lour ine
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. James Henderson, Miss Pearl Harris, Andrew
Perry, Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Ross,

Twelve Matrons Hold
19th Alinual Formal

Going home•••
for perfect
refreshment

Ctit(KEH

Tviri:ey

Chici:len or Ili.cel
Creamed
Riceatta
butter or
Festive
epoone
oil
2tubse

ts6TVEDIES:e8d Cream of

4

clnopaitilhaortcnceloiked
t
tceerotadditgicreeen

vess

up
1 elt

cantle:room soup

espoons diced
I
3tahi
pimiento
Aiellicgg11:oilk"( cooked
en1114. Beat
l
the
heat,
cups dicedor turkey
saucepan. Add
eend
aRiceland
trky
chicken
a
or
into
margarine,
chicken
soup
or
Add the butter or
ring mold
'Empty can of
into a mixture in the
egg yollc.
together the Presscreamed
the
makes six
in
etirring. Mixand pimiento.
recipe
the
platter. Serve rice. This
Rice, peas
the
a
Rice
spread over cured over
Riceland
ring
results.
rice
Esee
genuin
best
servings.
recipe tor

Send Love To Mother With

%I

FLOWERS ON

lit this

e..0

You'll really want to spin your
spokes when you take a bike hike

WHO'S

to the neighborhood store for

THE GIRL...

cartons of Coke, my friend. The

with longer-looking hair? l'Ot
of course, when you use LONG
AID with K-7, the ultimate it
new hair preparations! Long.
kid's new lanolizine action give!,
lair soft, natural LONGER
ook! Coats hair with greaseree, moisture-resistant shield.
(eeps edges, new hair straighter
-money back guarantee
,ONG-AID only $1, large peon
,rrty size $3—at drug, bf.a..
ounters. Get LONG-All)!

whole family depends on you
...for bright and bracing
Sunday. May 13

Coca-Cola is always in demand.
There is always a feeling of inadequacy when one
endeavors to express sentiment towards mother. Yet if
there is any virture about it at all, it is our efforts to
keep trying to express such sentiment.
It is in this spirit we pause here to pay tribute to
motherhood on this, another Mother's Day . . . and to
suggest that the most appropriate way to express this
sentiment is with Flowers.
We have a wide selection to choose from: POTTED
PLANTS, CUT FLOWERS, CORSAGES OF ALL KINDS
AT REASONABLE PRICES.

FLORA'S
IN INE "RUM

(AWED

PINK JAi

733 Vance Avenue

COOKS fri
A FEW A41

Hurry home with America's
favorite refreshment: cartons
of delicious Coca-Cola!

SOTT1ED UNCAP AUT)40111TY OP 7141 COCA-COLA 101111NO COMPANY SY

FLOWER

SHOP
Phone U. 7-0870

...00A COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS. TENN
"Coke" is a r-g;stered trade mark.

0 1036, YHt COCA-COLA COMPANY

FREE COOK ROOK OFFER ON PACKAGE
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DOUGLASS HIGH SCHOOL NEWS

By CLAUDIA MARIE 1%'Y
The Rev. W. H. Brewster lab
Hello
there! How are you en- wrote the discourse spoken b:
The VIP social club held its
joying the lovely Spring weather• James Jones at LeMoyne caner
regular meeting on Monday, April
k
•
we are having these days. Before last week and which won him it
28 with Mrs. Rebecca Cunningham
I go any further, I would like scholarship to Le Moyne, is honor
as hostess. The social part of the
to apologize for not letting you ing James at a formal progress'
meeting was especially entertainhear from me last week, that is, James certainly speaks well an
ing with the talent show that was
if you missed me. Did you? Well, 1 we predict great things for hir
presented. The delicious fried
I missed you and do hope that along this line. He simplu coul
chicken menu served by the hosthe feeling is mutual.
talk forever and wants to be a
tess was enjoyed by all.
student
The
faculty
body
and
of
M C you know.
Mrs. Ernestine Duff, of 1050,
Douglass was honored to have
So sorry that Geraline Bell wrl
Bammel ave., will be hostess on
the illustrious Senator Cora M. I not at wine when writA calk
May 12. Mrs. Simmons is presiBrown of the Second District, De- her to 21V t4 her a nice sum 4
dent, Mrs. R. Cur"ineham. secMich., visit us Friday. May moot' Gee, what luck. Geralir
troit,
retary, and Mrs. Akines is re• e
It•etov
4, ad give us a short hut eloquent sas ‘‘ he was studying her lessor
porter.
speech about the youth of today and of all times had cut off tl:
•• •
and just how we will fit into the radio. Better luck next time, kit
"SPIRIT OF COTTON" adds
The Myste^"us Social club held
ly miss included the tinker.
world of tomorrow. Senator Brown kid.
another — "Miss Spirit of
a business meeting at the home
siy in her itinerary last week
is a native of Alabama, graduate
of
Mrs.
where she showed her 30-piece
Louise Cooperwood on
Cotton Makers Jubilee
Fisk and Wayne universities.
of
creative cotton w a rdrob e, Barksdale last week, where they
(charming Maxine M. PerryIncidentally she's a classmate of
made plans for their Barn Dance
sang for NFA dawn dancers
our own — Mrs. E. T. Johnson:
man of Lexington, M i s s.,
to be held Saturday, May 19 at the
as special guest, was enterthey were together at Fisk.
studying at Mississippi Voca.
Foote Homes al.
-ium. Club
tained at breakfast by Dr. and
WISCONSIN SCHOOL Social
principal, Mrs. M. Turne r,
Freeman, Mrs. M. Bryant,
LAST CONCERT
tional college at Itta Rena)
members have made plans to
Mrs. Davis. saw Tennessee
hour participants included:
Miss R. Harper, Mrs. R.
Mrs. E. Hening, Mrs. D. E.
exhibits the scroll of celebriwear black and white pin check
The Junior high Department ot
state's invitational track meet
seated left to right: Mrs. E.
Thomas. Standing left to right
Gurley. Not shown Mrs. F.
ties to which ha- just been
Douglass
presented the last con
and with her traveling c o m• skirts with white blouses.
Whitney, Mrs. P. Martin PTA
Mrs. G. D. Smith, Mrs. J.
Davis.
Mrs. Louise Coo—r
added the signature of Dr. W.
cert of the season Wednesda
s
d is prespanion — Mrs. R. Q. Venson
President, Miss F. L. Cash,
Smith, Mrs. L. Taylor, 0.
S. Davis, president of Tennesident, Mrs. Fannie Reid, vice presnight. May 2, in the school audi—hied off to Chicago.—Clan.
see State university The loveident. Mrs. Opal Copperage, sectorium. The performance was well
ton III Photo
retary, Mrs. Mary Banks, treasattended and well received by all
Mrs. Delois Boone was hoste
urer. Other members include Mrs.!
those attending. "The Little ClodMildred Lewis, Mrs. Bernice Hill,
hopper" cast included Delores Jor-. to the' Su Amigo Bridge club Si
Mrs. A. L. Taliaferro.
dan, Clavin Graham. Patricia Jor- rdis night at the Gay hawk. '
dan, Sam Alexander and Ben. delicious menu of T-bone ste.
Some of the ladies of the RoScales. We congratulate the char- was served.
Club members present w e r
sette Social club had the pleasure
Rev. and Mrs. J. I,. Griffin, of , ers Chapel CME, were among the' Hatcher, Mrs. Rosa Bobo, L. John- acters and hope they will grmg us
Pres.
Minnie Sanders. Jatmita
of taking a trip to Como, Miss., to 803 Nlarechal Neil. were honored guests,
another
drama
in
near
the
fuson Lungsford, Mrs. A. Jo n e S.
The Memphis Cotton Makers Jsi- Breakfast Club, the Original Ama- see the Girl Scout camp. They had last week with a lovely at-home
len, Mamie
Leanth
The affair was held at the home] Miss Robbie NI. llotmes, Mrs. An- lure.
bilee will present the Cottona',.a teur Hour, The Jack Paar Show, a pleasant experience, and
Lorraine Phillips, Marie Smi
Briscoe
Mrs.
M.
A.
directed
observed
the
they
their
40th'
as
sugParty
Holmes,
daughter
rite
son-in-law.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Jones,
E.
of a
Mrs.
Tea, celebrating their 20th Anni- Dave carroway show. Steve Al. goat that other ladies desiring
a wedding anniversary. A large and Mrs. John W. Hatcher, of Anna Humphrey, Mrs. Monger, play and helping her were Mrs. and Lawrenee Bridges. M a t t
versary Sunday, May 13, at the len and Capital Caravan.
weekend of relaxation, visit the number of friends and members
Mrs. S. M. Long, Mr. Jackson was absent.
839 Hamilton st. Mrs. hatcher, one Mrs. Ruby Bankhead, Mrs. Phron- A. Wavatt,
'
Foote Homes auditorium. The tea
The Cottonata Tea will also fea- Girl Scout Camp at Como.
of Rev. Griffin's church, Smoth- of the couple's ten children, is ie Brittenum, Mrs. Edmund Mc- Joe Atkins. Mr. C. C. Jones andi Club prizes uere won by Jur]
will feature Miss Maxine Perry- lure a movie of the 1955 "Spirit of
Those making the trip were
o zi Allen and Willie Mae Alexa
Mr. Fred Garner.
operator of Nlaude's Beauty Ghee.
man, "1956 Spirit of Cotton Mak- Cotton Jubilee" with Vice Presi- Mrs. Mildred While, Mrs. KatherMrs. Rose Murphy is now out der
Mrs.
John
address.
Ford
ed
with
Barbee,
a
wonderful
buffet
dinner
Mrs. of the hospital
ers Jubilee" modeling her 30 piece dent Richrd Nixon and Music from ine Johnson, Mrs. Vernice 11111,
and we are happy
The guest prize was won l
service of baked ham, potato salTwo other of Rev. and M r s. Susie Wiggins. Mrs. 1Vashington, to know
all cotton wardrobe.
the ZoZo club. The public is in- Mrs. W illie M. Jones, and Mrs.
of her improvement. We Sarah Jenkins. tither guests pri
green
ad,
beans
refreshment
the
and
Alphonse
children
Griffin's
were
here
for
s.
Brvants,
Mrs.
Tate,
This will he the "Spirit's" first vited.
Cola Cobb.
hope it won't be long before she rot were Ella Mae Hewitt, DJ1
Absent from the meeting was the party. A son. James A. Grif- Mrs. Jars. Joe Corbitt. Richard
•• •
appearance after her return from
returns to us all well and hearty. thy Nelson and Jennie Ruth P:
Mrs. Carrie Scott, chairman;
her tour. Miss Perryman is a Mrs. Sarah Gras, co-chairman;
The Annie L. Brown Health club Mrs. Laura Ragland who is visit- fin, from Chicago, came a n d Griffin, James A. Griffin, Mr. and Mrs. A. Bradford is also ill and tee
ing her sister in Detroit. Guest of Ins-night his two daughters, and Mrs. Dorsey, Andrew Tinsley, we
sophomore at ltta Bena college, Mrs. Erma Clanton, chairman pro- held a very pleasant meeting
wish for her a speedy 'vein.on the evening was Miss Betty Dixon,
wishes tor Lawren
and Miss Naomi Griffin, of Mem- Mrs. Elizabeth Smith, Mrs. Rob- cry. Mrs. Murphy is teacher
Itta Rena, Miss. Dr. J. H. White, gram; Willie Lindsey. publicity Wednesday April 25 at the
of a Bridge's a successuul summi
resi- Mrs. Ozellen Story, of 2645 Su- phis,
bie Fleming, W C. Irvin, Miss division of the second
president. She has just returned . chairman and Maurice Bullett, co- dence of Mrs. S. McGaughey
grade and
of
Hostesses for the evening were Annie Clan. miss Anna Humph- Mrs. Bradford is a sixth grade she %% ill leave tlw city June 3,
from her extensive tour.
1273 S. Parkway E. The chaplain, preme, will be the next hostess.
' chairman.
President
Hatcher.
Mrs.
is
Mary
Dell,
Mrs.
Naomi
w
at.
rev,
Mrs. Alfredia Jones, Ramon teacher. Also, as we write, Mrs. resume her graduate work at Ti
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs, A. Smith, opened with a
On the tour, the "Spirit was feaCharlene Gould is secretary, and tuns, Miss Josephine Griffin. Miss and Geary Watkins and Misses
kegee Institute, Tuskegee. Ala.
most inspiring devotion.
tured in numerous fashion shows.
. E. Westley is ill and at home.
Mrs.
Coleman,
Mattie
Lawrence Bridges will entert.
reporter.
Hicks,
Linda,
Claretta
Detrika
Cash. Mrs. Bernice
and Debbie Grif-: Hurry back teachers, we miss you
Her tour included such places as
Members were especially happy
the club next month at the G
The La Rita Homemakers So- Miss H
to have Mrs. M. M. Delaney
Harriette Small, Mrs. Op- . finHavana and llaiti. After her revery
much.
join
Hawk.
turn to the states she appeared
their club. She is a devout Chris- cial club will present their queen helia Crawford, Miss Lavern How1956-57
the
for
season
at
a
brilsuch
on
tian woman. . .a member of Metard. Miss Eleanor Bryant, Miss
shows as Don McNeil
ropolitan Baptist church where liant semi-formal on Friday, May Elizabeth Foster Mrs. Rosa Bobo
she sings in the senior choir. The 11 at Currie's Club Tropicaa. The and Mrs. Ifessta Bell.
courtesy chairman presented the ceremony crowning the queen, PARTY GUESTS
guest of the evening, Mrs. Leves- lovely Mrs. Bertha Sullivan will
Guests for the party included:
By RUBYE F. TURNER
highlight the evening. Hundreds of
ta Stegall.
Mr. and Mrs. Ardrew Hensley.]
A delicious chicken salad plate guests are expected to attend this Mrs. Reed, Mrs. Mary Brisco,
Hello, again. The month of May Flemmings and the Lane Chapel
Mrs. Gladys Rankin,
: was hoswith ice cream and cake for annual party given by the La Mrs. Etta Boyd, Mrs. Geneva
is the month when we honor our choir.
a
s.
R
it
t.lit members of the Ebony Sodessert was served by the hostess.
Hicks, Mrs. Elizabeth Smith, Mrs. mothers and the graduates who "Spring Festival" tea Sunday, ApThis outstanding homemaker Rosie Malden, Mrs. Hollav,]ay,
cial club last week at her resiEveryone left expressing their
will receive their degrees for their ril 29, at the home of Rev. and
dence. Avery pleasant meeting
thanks for a lovely evening. Mrs. group wishes to advise its many Mrs. R. Fleming. Curtis Kendreth, achievements.
Mrs. S. L. Allen of Madison. The
friends to look forward to their Mrs.
Viva Stroud is reporter.
ensued. Mrs. Hankins is president.
Alberta Sample and son,
'
Our heartiest congratulations go centerpiece of assorted yellow and
6th annual "Evening of Charm" George
.• s
Members made plans for their
Cliff, Ntr. and Mrs. Jesse to Mrs. NI. C. (Future Mae) Jef- orchid pansies with the blue umto be given May 27 from 8-12 p.m.,
The Larriets Social club
fourth anniversary dance to be
Cooper, Miss Annye Glass, Mrs. fers Mrs. J. B. iLouvenial Clark, brella and yellow ribbons was
held a
at Currie's.
lively social on Friday night
held Friday. June 29 at the FlaLucille Brewer. Mr, and Mrs. W. who are receiving their degrees most unique and colorful. The souout
At this affair there will be an
on 1929 Ferber ave. Members of
ming:a Room. They also greeted
C. Irvin, Mrs. Mary Hill, Mr. and in elementary education and home venirs, also were in the shape of
Okin best)
array
of
the
fabulously
club are all male students at
beautiful Mrs. Gister Williams
Airs. Odessa NVilliams who w a s
economics respectively from A. M. umbrellas. Mrs. L. V. Starks regdaughand
clothes
modeled by well known
Hamilton high school,
present following recovery from
and N. college in Pine Bluff, and istered the guests and Mrs. Luprofessionals, and narrated by ter.
Among the young ladies
her recent illness.
that glamorous
Mrs. Lois Greenwood, Mrs. Mat- Mrs. Frances Houston who is re- cille Whitaker assisted. Door prizMrs.
Corelia
Crenwere invited were: Miss Doris
Mrs. Erma Taylor of 911 Alma
tie Green. Mrs. Mae Ola 'Mebane, celving her degree from Missis- es were awarded to Mrs. W. L.
Moore, Miss Rose Roberts, Miss shaw. A variety of talent from
will be the next hostess. Mrs. Rosa
our city, and a sensational inter- Mrs. Zanie R. Ward. Mrs. Eliza. sippi Industrial. college at Holly (Tolise) Purifoy and Mrs. Victor
Gloria J. Massey, Miss Velma
Bobo is reporter.
Lee pretive dancer, Miss Etta Ruth beth Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Springs. Receiving their diplomas (Gwen) Starland. Mrs. Willard
Miss Lura Bowen, Miss Davorn
from the high school department (Erma) WIttaker was general
Johnson, Miss Juanita Loris John- Cummings of Chicago, will also
of Christ Church Episcopal school chairman of the lovely affair.
entertain you.
forms of entertainment planned
sonare Margaret Fair, Gracie M. CarThe Junior Class of Lincoln
Club officers are Albert Hoskin, La Rita members look forward by the hostess.
penter and Chrlene White. Again,
•
•
•
High school presented a four-act
president, Joseph Woods, vice to your attendance at both these
congratulations.
comedy, "Margie and the Wolf
April 22 was the meeting day
president, "Bo" William Massey, affairs. Katherine Armstrong is
Seen home front college were Man," Thursday night, May 3
Social
club,
Riviera
whose
the
for
reporter,
MRS. LELA L. KOHLHEIM ar- secretary, Walter Grady, treasNancy Mae Jones, Charlie Hall,
•• *
hostess was Mrs. Pauline Taylor Emery
of the girl with loner-looking
Washington, the Twilbe
rives back in Memhis after urer, Herbert Stout, chaplain,
of 2143 Howell. Many games were brothers,
•
hair? Its LONG-AID with
Manuel and Manuel,
flight to Pittsburgh, Calif. where Martin Bowen sergeant at arms, The past regular meetings
of the enjoyed by the members who were
K-7—the ultimate in new hair
and
Leon
Alston,
Tommy
Sisk
business
and
Willie
manattended
she
C.
Guest.
the
funeral
of
W.
P.
Good Samaritan club. , .four in also served a tasty menu. Mrs.
preparations! Contains lanolin
Ware, sr., who was first principal ager.
all, have been very enjoyable L. L. Patterson is president, Mrs. The second Annual 4-H dramatfor smoother, longer-looking
•
•
of the Fayette Training school,
hair. Pampers hair with moisones. Two were social and two A. M. Johnson, secretary, and ic Tournament was held Monday
night, April 30, in the Lincoln High
ture-resistant shield; kceps edges,
where Mrs. Kohlheim's husband, Mrs. Romilla Ferguson was hos- were business.
Mrs. M. B. Bradley is reporter. school
new hair ser.,.ighter! Relieves
gymnasium with the followJohn, is now principal. Mrs. M. tess when members of the Jolly
Mrs. Leona S. Tatum had the
5.4
dandruff — keeps hair clean20 Social club met Friday April first
ing clubs represented: Stanley
L.
Ware
was
business
first
supervisor
meeting
of
in the serThe Delta Sorority club held its
smelling. Make LONG-AID
the Fayette County schools. Mrs. 27, and made final plans for their ies, at which time plans were set 5th anniversary on Sunday, May Grove School, Christ Church Episwith K-7 sour secret! Only $1;
party
which
was
held
Saturday, for the annual fashion show. The 6 at the home of Mrs. I. M. Pruitt, copal school, Beck Spur School,
economy size $3—at drug, beauKohlheim is now county schools
ty counters. Get LONG-AID!
supervisor. Teachers of Fayette April 28 at the residence of Mr. next meeting gave an excellent op- of 862 N. Second. Members were Round Pond School and McNeil
school. Beck Spur won first place
bore the expenses for Mrs. Kohl- and Mrs. William Jones of 2005 portunity for games, conversing, attractive in club colors of black
in
drama, Round Pond, second
Fairingtow
The
hostess
served
a
etc. Mrs. Tom Ella A. Bratcher and white. Each invited t w o
helm's trip. Mr. and Mrs, Ware
very wonderful menu and made it was the
place and Palestine, third place. In
hostess.
had resided with his son. Mr. and
guests. Guest speaker for the ocpleasant for everyone at the meetThey moved into another inter- casion was Mrs, Q. E. Griffin of music, McNeil won first place,
Mrs. W. P. Ware, jr., since their tag.
Ova
esting business meeting where Promise Land aptist church. Christ Church Episcopal, second
retirment from the educationMrs. Azalee Jones is president, plans were almost
place, and Stanley Grove, third
completed
field.
al
(Withers Photo
for Mrs. Dorenza Simion is founder place. Prizes
Mrs, Harry Nelson, secretary, and the fashion show
were awarded the
that was held and president, Mrs. P. E. GibMrs. Leona Mull, reporter.
Sunday, April 22. Mrs. Marye L. son, secretary, and Mrs. 0. L. winning clubs. Mrs. e. F. Banks is
New York port has 650 miles
•*•
the home demonstration agent,
Chandler made a charming hos- King, reporter.
of water fro”tage.
Mrs. Hazle Kimmons Richard- tess as she entertained
and John B. Clark is the assist*5 *
.
• ••
son was the lovely hostess to
ant County Agent.
Mrs. Autry C. Chism was hosOntario
IN 7HE PRETTY PINK JARI
province is larger than members of the Socialite Social tess
The Annie L. Brown Health
The Semper Fidelis Club held its
at
the
fourth
meeting,
a
n
d
France and Spain combined.
club held its annual Tea and Mu- regular monthly meeting Thursclub last week when she entertain- everyone enjoyed the
v a r i ou 3
sical on Sunday, April 22 at the day, April 26,
Lelia Walker club house from 4-7 10-DAY REVIVAL
A ten-day revival closed WedP-m•
, The lace-draped table was a set. nesday night, May 2, at Salem
ling of spring beauty. Service of •Baptl%t church. The Rev. H. H.
refreshments was trough t h e Harper of Memphis was the evancourtesy of Pet Milk and Seal gelist. The Rev. W. A. Owens
Test Ice Cream company.
is the pastor. The First Baptist
A most enjoyable program was church began their revival Monheard throughout the evening. day, April 30, with the Rev. E. L.
Mrs. Zettie Miller was program Alexander of West Helena conductchairman.
ing the services.
A beautiful orchid was presentHomecoming Day, Sunday, Aped to the president. Mrs. A. L. ril 29, at Salem Baptist church,
Higgins, in honor of her faithful featured the Rev. .1:L. Tellingservice through the years, by Mrs. ton, pastor of Lane Chapel CME
George Woods.
church, as the guest speaker. OthMembers would like to thank er speakers were Overtis Wilson
their friends for the success of and Mrs. Mildred West. Appearthe affair, Mrs. P. C. Cathures, ing on the program also were
Rob
general chairman, Mrs. K. Mc- ert Johnson, Earl Smith, Mrs.
Fadden, treasurer.
Tommye Upchurch, Mrs. Ruby
The Right Phones...In The Right Places...
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Mrs. Boone
Hostess To
u Amigos

Rev., Mrs. J. L. Griffin Observe
Their 40th Wedding Anniversaly

Miss Perryman Models
• At 20th Cottonata Tea

t, „
'flit'ha,

Forrest City and Madison Briefs

OMrs. G. Rankins
Hostess To Club

Taystee Bread
,. ""it
-rip
•
,•

WHAT'S
•THE
SECRET...

Life is a Dream ....

4111

MEET YOUR MODELMAN WHO SAYS .

"Look what you get done now
right on-the-premises
at your Model branch"

Call: BRoadway 5-2141

ODE

•

09MIDE ktEatilEal
touch!"
for that it

1. Damp Wash, 40-Min. ....,.....,. 5c lb.
2. Fluff Dry,90-Min.
8c lb.
3. Rainy Day Drying Service (You wash
'em — we dry 'em)
3c lb.
4. Cotton Rug-Dyeing (Select from our
Rainbow Color Chart)
P.S. 24-hr. service available on
laundry, drycleaning! Call now.

in a Well-

Telephoned Home'
In The Right Colors

5am latrai
140051 PUS IV

COMPAN

* 7-Pc. Drink Set FREE with
A dream, indeet wills

Purchase of $5 or more.

phones In rooms where !oil

rims, work, sleep and play. Phones in attractive
decorator colors to blend or contrast with room
color schemes. Phones with spring cords, and dial.
that light up in the dark
You simply must see these wonderful new idsphone conveniences and what they'll do for yaw

home. See them on display at our Business 001m.
call for suggestions to make yours a wellSclephonod bane, at low cost.
Of

BRoadway 5-2141.

FOR MOTHERS DAY

4 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
• 122 S. Third St.
I DeSoto Garage Bldg.)

• 4619 Summer at
Perkins

• Brooks and Horn
Lake Road
• 4650 Poplar and
Perkins

—the perfect gift—a telephone in enioef

ALL-WEATHER FOLDING CHAIR
Inviting and relaxing ... so
easy to move about because
of its feather-light aluminum
construction. Seat and back
of plastic for added strength.
Easy Terms
Colorful plaid designs.

So useful. too. •Call ow Benne& Ms
for details.

8.95

Southern Bell TeVephone
AND 11124111ArM COWAN/

•
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DEFENDER
Sat., May 12, 1956

STARTS MONDAY, MAY 14
THRU SATURDAY, MAY 19

WORLD'S GREATEST
NEGRO ATTRACTION

THESE FIVE WASHINGTONfANS were cited recently at
Howard university's first Law
Day, a day-long program sponsored by Howard law students.
T h e honorees were leading
participants in court rases
deattng with segregation in

the District of Columbia. They
are (from left) Gardner Bishop. president of Consolidated
Parents. Inc., the group which
brought suit in the public
schools case; Harry Merican,
counsel in cases involving
restaurants and places of

MOVIE MAKER — Kedrick
Brown, financial attache at the
Liberian embassy in Washington, D. C.. makes movies of
his son, Kedrick, jr.. 3, putting

amusement; Dr. James M.
Nabrit and Dean George M.
Johnson, both of Howard. participants in school segregation
cases; and Phineas Indritz,
who was also active in the
school cases.

a stewardess hat on one-year
old Lducia. They left for Moorosia on a Pan American
World Airways flight that inaugurated a new clipper servi

ice to the Liberian Capital.
After six years service
in
Washington, Browr is return.
big home for reassignment.

Mrs. Forestine Freeman,
Mrs.
Hester Bell. Mrs. A. Jackson, Mr.
and Mrs. James Collins, Mrs.
Mimms, Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Clark, Mrs. Archie Parson, Leo
Thomas, P. L. Gurley, G. W.
working, and voting machine exJeans, Mrs. Marie Freeman, Mrs.
perience are educationally plannUtoka Quarles, Ralph Scuggs, Miss
ed. and sponsored by University's
As 3 culmination of immense ed lace umbrellas draped in pink Ethel Miller, Mrs. Carlee Bailey,
political science department with work, interest and effort, the Par- I
Mrs. Willie Patton, Mrs. Lucille
flowers.
the assistance of the student ent-Teacher Association of the Wis.,
Gaines, Mrs. Ella Prayer and
Some
of
guests
the
seen
were
council. Dr. Sue 0. Bryant is de- consin School entertained
its
many others.
partment head.
friends at its first annual Social Mrs. Amanda Woodfin, Frank
In his welcome, student coun- Hour on Sunday evening, April Mitchell, Mrs. P. M. Cash, Mrs.
By MABEL B. CROOKS
tanooga, election
commission
Evelyn Cash, Mrs, G. H. Small,
NASHVILLE — A lively nomi- chairman gave qualifications and cil president Edward M. Porter,
senior of Okmulgee. Okla.. pointMrs. Georgia Quinn, Mrs. Sara
nation convention netted seven , instructions; Hillary Parks
The group chose as it; theme
of ed out, "student government must
Dixon, Mrs. Loretta Cato, Warcandidates for campus office at Nashville, also participated
in the contribute to the educational pro- "APRIL SHOWERS" and assured ren Dixon, Miss Hazel Pyles, Mrs.
Tennessee State last week; and convention.
everyone that -the evening would
cesses
Pearl Martin. Mrs. A. M. Hor-, PRAIRIE VIEW Texas — The
protect the freedom of.
stump speeches, parades. and TV
showered with enchantment,,
be
"Offering real potentialities as a inquiry . . provide equality of
ton, Mrs. Mary Bell, Mr. and Secretary of Public Instruction,
and radio appearances literally
flowers."
song
and
Mrs. W. A. Harper, sr., Miss Jac- Ernest .1. Yancy of Monrovia, Liset the political pot "a-brewin'." laboratory government," accord- opportunity . . • and train stuAn interesting program w a si queline Johnson. Mrs. Lois GreenAfter the flurry of speech-mak- ing to Clifton Jeffers. senior of dents who will be willing and able
beria, will deliver the baccalaurepresented in the school auditorium wood, Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Biling had died away Robert X. Wit- Roxboro, N. C., who was keynote to assume responsibility."
ate-commenc2ment address to 372
with the dynamic Mrs, Georgia brew, Mr. C. H. Bryant, Rev. H.
The election will take place this
graduates at Prairie View A & M
hams of Memphis; Wilbert Davis, speaker. the convention and its
speaker.
ReBumpus
guest
as
W. Henning, Mrs. Louise Hines, I college. Sunday, May 20.
eequnt campaigning. poll'week.
New York City; and Norman K. subs
1
marks were made by the principal, Miss Feankie L. Cash.
Spencer, Philadelphia. Pa., hadi
been
nominated for the office of
•
After the program, the guests
student council president; William
passed through the school playt. Thompson, Nashville and Walroom which was uniquely adornter Caldwell. Pulaski, Tenn., for
ed with interesting art work from
vice president; and Miss Mary
all grades. Upon leaving the playJean Booth, Houston, Texas and
room the guests made way to the
Miss Jean MeIls, Nashville, for
cafeteria for refreshments.
Sell membership in the Savings Cr Profit club on
"Miss Tennessee State of 1956-57."
30%
As they entered the cafeteria
All are juniors. Robert King, Chat-' A "Sory Hour, Puppet Sho‘‘" Velleman, have recently moved
commission. Show your neighbors and friends how to
they were astonished with enMay 12. 2 p.m. at the Memphis here from Canada to
purchase and save money. Your membership is $3.00
be direc- chantment as they viewed the
Public Library. Vance Avenue
decorations
pink
that
were
in
when
sent v•ith this ad. Regular membership $10.00 per
tors of the children's program for
Branch will be an opportunity for
white, black and gold colors e\ year.
Send
your membership today and get started.
boys and girls to become acquaint- the new station WKNO-TV.
clusively.
. Directly above the ened with the puppet .characters 'Gumdrop- is a little girl pup- trance was a beautiful pink and
The House Of Sphinx
"Gumdrop" and "Fig Newton" pet who matches wits with 'Fig gold key symbolizing the
`-key to
which will later be telecast over Newton," a frog puppet. If you Spring happiness." Another treat
157 N. Illinois Street 7215
the new Educational TV.
want to have fun be sure to was the unique arrangement
Indianapolis 4, Indiana
The puppeteers, Us) and Dora come to the Puppet Show.
four large bamboo black, import8-2 — Mary Ayers, Dorothy Bur-;dolyn Fife, Bobbie Cole, James Jeans, Dora James, Lucille Tunnet and Grace Jones.
;Nelms and Georgia Hebron.
stall, Earline Mirt, Tommy Mar( 8-3 — Vera Hale. Barbara Mull 7-2 — Mary E. Brownlee, Ber- tin, Frank Lane. Raymond Neal.
and Jacqueline Briggs.
nadine Bullard, Joe Flynn. Eddie Laura Qualls and Lorine Holmes.
' The sixth week honor roll list
8-4 — Hortense Spillers
; Dale Ford, Marilyn Isabel, Br*- ; 7-A — Rebecca Brooks. Mary
has been posted at Melrose High
8.5 — Chrvstal Tarpley
cie Mae Newsome, Mammie,Carr, Juanita Gardner, Geraldine
Campbell and the following names ;
8-6 — E.mmitt McHutcheon.'Shields. Irma Shoulders. Mae Del- 'Jeffreys, Ethel Johnson. Dorothy
are indcluded:
SicCoy and Angeline Wil- la Smith, Verneda Thompson. N'aughn and Regina Thigpen.
On the tour, the "Spirit" was 'Ralph
hams.
Flossie Wallace and
Morris
7-5 — Carol Doxey, Loraine
featured in numerous fashion
8-7 — Eula Perry. Andrea Hill Woods.
Henry, Juanita Todd and Sue Parshows, Her tour included such
, 7-3 — Aubrey Bryant, Ida Mae ham.
places as Havana and Haiti. Aft- and Patricia Younz.
7-A — Jasper Williams. Mamie ;Coats, Mildred Guinn, Curlene
7-6 — Gloria Haley and Mary
er her return to the states she appeered on such shows as Don Nc- Carpenter. Carolyn Randle, Gwen-'Hamilton, Francis Hunt, Shirley Jackson
Neil Breakfast Club. the Original
Amateur Hour, The Jack Paar
Show, Dave Garroway Show,
Steve Allen and Capital Caravan.
12-A — Zenner Ivy, Fredia Mann.. Joseph Isabel, Orler Dillard,
Ntatheritir linore. Osa Lee Wallace and Beatrice Temple.
12-2 — Charles Butler, Carolyn
Casey, Dora Dean. Barbara Griffin, Helen Griffin. Lillian Har.len.
Annie Bell German, Bettye Knight
Jame Mitchell, Lawrence Pernell,
Alfred Cross and Rose Marie
Ward.
12-3 — Annie Cobb, .Alvest Edwards. Jeanette Watkins and John
Patton.
124 — Annie Bell Crawford, Ruthit Lee Sawyer. Marilyn Lindsey,
Eu.:ene Cox. William McKaY,
Charles Johnson. Freddie Green
and Vivian Row lett.
11-A — Alvin Crawford, Charles
H:cks, Eddie Waddell, Irene
Woods, Joanna Washington. Ear-'
lie Walls. Frances Ingram and
Fay Davis.
11-2 — Jcsle Harrilton. Norma
Tappin, Au;us..a Mil:cr. Aline
LaGrone and Clara Milan.
11-3 — Lavetta Clover and Shirlene Harris.
11-4 —
Al(xander.
13 — Velvie Smith. Juawice
Tucker, Claudette Jones, Stu:ley
Cox and Blanche West.
10-A — Walter Williams. Bessie
Williams. Steve Taylor. Tyranza
Richmond and Nlarteljus Jeffreys.
10-2 — Barbara Murphy.
10-3 — Sadie Collins and Yvonne
Duckett.
10-4 — Ray Cox and Bargin
Jackson.
10-5 — Robert Haley.
10-6 — Edward Smith and Mary ;
Ella Garrett.
10-7 — Theodore Boga and
Jerry Kay.
9-A — Maurice Davis and Raymond Johnson.
9-2 — Zola Burse, Jimmy Dale .
Clover and William Leroy Jack'
-_ruxi
musa:mi.931
...oasoust'
son.
9-3 — Barbara Bailey and Harrison Sims.
9-4 — Niles Everett Allen and
Henrietta Ayers.
I
— Annie M. Bolton. Muriel
Guy, Lynn Gray and Theron Holliday.
...
;feat Lou arbon counu,
9-7 — Kassie Conley, Marva
greatest
he
of
them
all, mellow, warmhearted,
shoulders. Freddie Mae Ushers;
aged to perfection six full years...Ancient Age.
and Lewis Kell.
94 — Obidia Richmond.
We challenge you to find a better bourbon.
IA — Joe Smith, Voseeil Bogs,
Noma Grin. Emma Moore. BobKENTUCKY STRAJGHT IOMON voosni • 6 YEARS OLD .90 Proof • 41956 ANCIENT
by Polk and Mary Aldridge.
AGE MST. CO.,, FRANAruitt, KY.

Wisconsin School In
First Social Hour

Memphian Seeks Top
& I Student Office

372 Prairie View
Grads Hear Liberian

1

Hey, Kids! Don't Ass '
ThisFunnyPuppetShow

Honor Roll
Posted At
Melrose

Spare Time Representatives

STRANGEST MARRIED COUPLE
AND BABY

550" Per Week and More Possible

PRINCESS LOLA . , . , 745 Pounds
PRINCE ARTHUR , .. 72 Pounds

WATCH THEM
Dance the Jitterbug, Mambo.
Tap and Cuban Cha-Cha-Cha.
ON MIDWAY AT

COTTON MAKERS JUBILEE
Beale Street Park

WE MANUFACTURE THE LATEST IN
UNIFORMS, CHOIR ROBES AND
CLERGY VESTMENTS

IF YOU
CAN FIND A
BETTER
OURBON
.BUY IT!

H tient

NticiAN

We Offer The Best Possible Service At
Reasonable Prices

Contact Our

BRANCH OFFICES 1214 Vollent'ne & 520 Linden - -Memphis

•

Phone: BR. 6-9209 - - - Phone: JA. 6-1738

MAIN OFFICE: HOLLYWOOD CALIFORNIA

•

Top . Elk Official And Pa.rty

•

GRAND EXALTED RULER
ARRIVES — On hand to greet
the Grand Exalted Ruler, Robert Johnson, of Philadelphia,
and his wife, as they arrived
Saturday night May 5, for the

State Elks Convention here
were left to right: James W.
Wilson, Jackson, Miss., a past
grand exalted ruler; Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Johnson; Charles
McClain of Washington, D. C.,
Grand director of public rela•

tions; Herb Jones of Washing.
ton, D. C., Grand organizer;
George W Lee, Grand Commissioner of Education, and
his daughter Gilda Lee. (Withers Photo)

Brutality Not Necessary
The job of a policeman is a hard and use force
•dangerous
one. He is constantly exposed rally

when seeking to stop a known
understood that they are supposed to
to the seamy, aggravating side of human use force when seeking
to stop aknown
nature. It is understandable that he must criminal trying to
escape, to protect thembe more than tender hearted and squea- selves, and to quell other
attempts to premish in the discharge of his duties.
vent enforcement of the law.
But there is a line which separates
It is high time that all citizens of
brutality from the needed application of Memphis, particularly
Negroes, be freed
force in subduing violators of the law and from the concern that every
time one falls
placing them in custody.
Into the custody of local law 'enforcement
The incident of last week in which a representatives he is automatically
slated
youth twice escaped officers who were try- to be beaten up either
on the scene or at
ing to stop him from dangerous speeding the police station. Many
people firmly beIn the city, clearly illustrates the above.
lieve that is what happens to arrested
After the officers concerned and stopped Negroes In most cases.
the culprit, eyewitnesses state that they
There are reasons to believe
proceeded to punch, slap, and otherwise Is not the case. But occurrences that this
abuse him. One of the white eye witnesses that of the speeding youth, who such as
had given
was so disgusted with the manner in which up when whipped, serve only
to
strengthen
the Negro youth was treated by the arrest- the belief, and weaken the
will of people
ing offices that he made a voluntary state- in general to lend moral
support to policement to higher authorities.
men in the enforcement of the law. They
We think he was right. We think of- see the officer as an enemy, not a friend.
ficers should not forget that the circum- And that is an unhealthy situation.
stances under which they are supposed to

t•

Clarification Needed Now
Two young Negro girls, 14 and 15
years old respectively, are reportedly locked up in the Shelby County jail under indictment for murder.
There is no doubt that during the
course of a fight over an apparently trivial
issue they were the perpetrators of the fatal stabbing of another teen-age girl.
It is obvious, from evidence already
submitted that the two girls held in custody, are slated for punishment for the part
they played in the crime with which they
are charged.
But what is not clear is why these two
children have to be placed in the county
jail. Many people don't understand it. The
general impression is that underage persons charged with crimes, however serious,
are placed in the custody of juvenile authorities.
This title is followed to protect the children from further demoralization by keep-

•

ing them free of contact with hardened
criminals, and to provide opportunity for
formulating plans for the rehabilitation of
such youths, if possible.
Nothing so far disclosed in the two
girls records indicates that they have been
habitual youthful delinquents. What is the
justification for placing them in cells in the
county jail? Is it because of lack of facilities at the Juvenile Court's detention arrangement? Are they considered too dangerous to be exposed to the other children
at the Juvenile Court? The public wants an
honest explanation of this situation.
Parents in this community are concerned about this matter. It could happen
to anybody's son or daughter.
We do not question the idea of punishing the girls for their crime. But serious
question arise over the manner in which
the punishment is being administered.
Clarification is needed now.

Bomb Damages 'Ask UN Patrol
,In
Crisis
Area
Alabama Home

3S

••

' Malcolm McCandless, of 5470
Park, vice president of the firm,
said the three men who had been
walking a picket tine threatened
Oscar Greer and M. C. Owens
with a baseball bat and a wooden
club. Morgan told the court he had
kept the bat at the plant to
play ball with in his spare time.

8

•

ACCUSES EMPLOYER
A disorderly conduct charge
against McCandless was dismissed. Sidney James, a striking Negro employe of the plant, accused McCandless of trying to run
over him with an automobile.
The incident happened as McCandless was returning from
the Police Station where he had
sworn out warrants against the
three pickets for chasing the white
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Greenwood CME church plans in Denver.
The Olivet Baptist church en- to observe Men and Women's Day , The afternoon services will be
tertained with an impressive re- May 20.
highlighted by the dynamic perception on Monday, April 30. in
This is the first time they have sonality of Mrs. Lucile Douglass,
honor of its pastor and wife, Rev. combined the effort in one day's who will speak for the women
and Mrs. E. W. Williamson. The observance.
of Greenwood. Mrs. Douglass is an
affair climaxed the Installation
active member of East Trigg BapIn
the
moring
men
the
will
take
Service of the pastor which was
tist church and gives her regular
over.
their
have
They
chosen
for
held April 25-30.
speaker their own Rev. John Ex- services as Sunday School teachGiven in the recreation room of urn. Rev. Exeum partically
grew er there. She has been heard
the S. A. Owen Junior college,
throughout the city speaking on
the occasion was highlighted by up in Greenwood and took an many
occasion
in
various
active part in *he religious life
beautiful decorations, with floral
the church. He served as Sup- churches. Her most recent apof
arrangements of gladioli in varpearance was on the Woman's
ied colors, roses, and snapdrag- erintendeat of the Sunday school.; Day program at St. John Baptist
chairman
of
the
Steward
&IAA
ons.
and president of the senior choir church.
—The program was enjoyed by
Greenwood is proud to present
and was ordained to preach in
everyone with Rev. S. MeEwen Greenwood.
His first assignment these two outstanding religious
Williams serving as toastmaster.
was at Rock of Ages CME church leaders at 11 o'clock and 4 o'clock,
Guest speaker was President Levi
in the city, where he served about on Sunday, May 20 All friends of!
Watkins, who was introduced by
the members and of the speakers
Rev. Roy Love. Mrs. Annie E. three years. From there he went are
Invited to come and help mak
Turner stated the purpose of the to Denver. Colo., serving as pasboth programs successful ones.
tor
of
Cleaves
Memorial
CME
occasion, Charles Turner gave
the Testimony. Rev. James L. church for seven years. For the
Netters rendered a solo. Remarks past five years he has been paswere made by Rev. S. A. Owen, toring Jamison Memorial Temple
and Rey. B. L. Hooks made the in Kansas Cit y. Mo.
Rev. Exum has always been one
presentation to the honoree.
to seek to improve himself. After
THE GUESTS
The guests were received by the high school he attended Henderhonoree, Rev. E. W. Williamson, son's Business college and Leand W. 0. Woodruff, general Moyne college. He later received
chairman. Guests included a large the B A. degree from the Univernumber of the members of Oli- sity of Denver and the M. A. deREV. F. W. WILLIAMSON,
vet Baptist church together with I gree from Iliff school of Theolog.,y
pastor a Olivet Baptist
the following special guests: Rev.,
church, receives presentation
Mrs, Delcenia
Lawshe, 1985
A. L. McCargo, Rev. and Mrs. W.
from Rev. B. L. Hooks during
L. Varnado, Rev. and Mrs. J. W.
Glory Circle, Memphis. left Suna reception held honoring the
Williams, Rev. R. W. Norsaorthy,
day for Fort Knox. Ky.. to Join
Rev and Mrs. B. L. Hooks. Rev
her husband, Sgt. James Henry
MINNEAPOLIS
and Mrs. H. C. Nahrit, Rev. and
— (INS) — A
Lawshe,
prior to leaving for GerMrs. H. Robinson, Rev. and Mrs. committee of delegates has anP. C. Polk Rev. E. Johnson, Rev. nounced that the General Confer- many where Sgt. and Mrs. Lawshe
Richard Callahan, D. C. Patter- ence of tne Methodist Church will will remain for three years while
son, and those appearing on the be asked to sanction birth control.'
he serves with the 3rd
Army.
program, along with their wives.
The committee on the state of
T h e Lawshe's will leave the
The reception committee head. the church said:
ed by Mesdames J. L. Williams
"We belive that planned parent- States on May 13. Mrs. Lawshe
and Minnie Douglas served a'Tur- hood, practiced in Christian con- is the daughter of Mrs. Ezzie
On May 17th the seniors of Lekey menu. General chairman %AS science, may fulfill rather than
Smith, of Holly Springs, Miss. Moyne collge will present a three
IV. 0. Woodruff; co-chairman. violate the will of God."
She attended
Hamilton
high act drama called "The Fury WithMrs. Juanita M. Allen; program'
Springs.
and
M.
I.
Holly
College
of
in," on the stage of the C. Arthur
chairman, Miss Beatrice Partee;
Winnipeg, capital city of Manisecretary, W. J. Joy; publicity, W. toba is the chief inland metropolis Sgt. Lawshe is a graduate of Bruce Hall at 8 p. m.
L. Campbell; finance, R. B. Coch-' of the Dominion and is an im- Booker T. Washington High school
The story of the play concerns
Bell; and Mrs. Emma J. Artison,!portant grain center and transpor- and atfended be Moyne college. He the efforts of an old piano teacher
entered the Armed Forces in 1943
decorations.
tation hub.
to get even with her sister-in-law
and was discharged in 1946 . Aller
for taking her beloved younger
his discharge he was employed at
brother away from her, while at
Kennedy Veterans hospital until
the same time the scheming wom1952 when he re-enlisted in the
tries to prevent the marriage
an
Armed Services and in 1954 he
of her young nephew to a wealthy
was stationed in Japan. The Lawgirl so that she will not be left
she's are members of Pillow Street
alone again. This is only a bare
CME church.
outline of the main plot, but there
are a number of counter-plots in
Incandescent lamps generate the play which serve to be pubfour times more heat than the lished for amateur production.
It is drama at its hest, and
fluorescents.

Mrs. Lawshe
Off To Join
Her Husband

Methodist Study
Birth Control
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pastor and his wife, at Rev.
Hooks' right, on Monday. April
30, at the S. A. Owen Junior
college. (Withers Photo)
TRI STATE LEGENDS BRcue

Le Moyne Seniors To Do
'The Fury Within'

)W4,- j
ai
*.
f•
A POPULARITY CONTEST sponsored recently by the first grade
of Spring Hill school in Raleigh,
Tenn., resulted in the couple above
being selected the "Most Pow
bar Girl and Boy.” The girl is
Linda Kay Ward, daughter of

'
r„.

4 •

at a

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Ward, and
the boy is Zanone Dickens, son
of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Dickens.
The money raised was used to
purchase a gym set and slide.
Mrs. B. F. Stevenson, teacher; I
R. Emery, principal.

Pet Milk Launches Big
`Baby Of Week'Contest

An exciting new campaign to given in the paper one week from
honor happy, helathy babies right today when the first "Pet Milk
in this community gets underway Baby of the Week" will be teanext week with the Pet Milk tured.
Company's announcement of the i
UNITED NATIONS. N. Y. — first "Pet Milk Baby of the
(INS) — Dag Hammarskjold is Week."
BIRMINGHAM — (ANP) — Po- inches in diameter.
awaiting replies from five U. N. A photograph of the baby will
lice laboratory experts are ana- Police said the bomb was probmembers to his request for con- appear In the next issue of this
homemade
device
lyzing scraps of paper believed ably a
and tingents to patrol Arab-Israeli Certificate — engraved with the
bomb stated it apparently was thrown borders in an effort to prevent baby's name — and a gift of $10
to have come from a
in groceries will be presented to
passing further clashes.
which damaged the home of a at the house from a
the baby's parents by Pet Milk
Negro letter carrier last week. automobile. The front porch lights I The U. N. secretary general,
company,
A. Maceo Walker, president of
winding
up the first phase of his During
John H. Sargent, his wife, two, were on at the time of the blast.
each succeeding week the Universal Life Insurance
co.
The home was occupied by The house is in a section of Middle East peace mission, has another local baby will be select- in
Memphis and president of the
surrounded
by asked for about 20 men each from ed as the "Pet Milk Baby of the National Insurance
children and the parents of his Negro homes
Association,
ha and New Zealand.
Week" and will receive the same is one of the numerous leaders
wife when the explosion shatter- white homes. Sargent's neighbors ha and New Zeland.
each
on
side are white.
awards.
who will be cited with progress
and
ed several window panes
These small groups, unarmed The makers of Pet Evaporated awards
Three weeks
ago Sargent's
during the "Panorama
damaged venetian blinds. No one yard was the scene of a cross but in special U. N. uniform, are Milk originated the
new "Baby of Progress" sponsored by Diggs
was injured.
burning and it is believed that a intended to supplement the 44 of the Week" series in order to
Enterprises.
Police said the bomb, which bunch of firecrackers thrown into U. N. truce observers working on pay tribute to as many babies as
The awards, for outstanding
fell in the yard about eight feet the yard of an Italian
family the troubled borders 'under the possible. A company spokesman
achievement,
will be presented
caused
house,
hole
nearby
a
intended
was
the
for Sarg- command of Maj. Gen. E. L. M. put it this way:
from
-es deep and eight ent's home.
'
about five i"Burns of Canada.
"Since there are more babies during the Michigan State Fair in
raised on Pet Milk than on any Detroit June 467-Ju1y 4 where the
other brand, we feel we can best "Panorama of Progress", an exrepresent all these wonderful ba- position saluting the contribution
bies by honoring a different one of Negroes to America's growth,
is expected to attract more than
Strike violence flared last week' men down the street with a club. stalled. Plant officials said less every week of the year."
among workers and officials of CASE DISMISSED
; than half the workers went on Any Pet Milk baby who is no mom visitors.
Joe Stewart, of 363 S. Gate strike. However, W. C. Burcham, older than 3 years and whose
the Mc Candless Packing Co.. at
was accused of pulling a knife business agent for the local said parents live in this area is eligi1186 Riverside,
Three-fourths of the world's sulThree strikers were fined $50 on two of the pickets. He was dis- that only five or six plus compa- ble to be named the "Baby of phur is produced in the U. S.
ny salesmen remained at work. The Week." More details will be to 15 pounds,
each in City Court last Friday missed in City Court.
Local 515 of the Butchers UnBurcham said the company refor threatening two white men
who had replaced striking work- ion called the strike last week, fused to offer a wage increase.
ers at the plant. A large number and 33 employes reportedly walk- Pay of most employes ranges
of Negroes have been employed at ed out after contract negotiations from $40 to $50 a week, he said.
the packing firm.
Fines were levied against Willie Harper. of 1113 Indiana; Joe
Lee Morgan of 1098 Indiana and
Robert Woods, of 13101 N. Willett.

Flare-Up At Packing Firm Ends In Court

is

Olivet Baptist Greenw'd Men, Women
Honors Pastor
And His Wife Name May 20 Speakers

A.M.Walker
Selected For
Progress Award

those v.to come to witness the local presentation are assured of
an evening's entertainment that
they will long remember. The play
is written by Robert St. Clair, wellknown playwright, novelist apd
motion picture writer.
Those who are taking part in
the local production are Jean Farris, Mildred Halyard, Charles Williams, Helen Bradford. Jesse Peacock, Ina Clair Thompson, Alice
Joy Dassie, Maurice Bullett, AlAlma Jolly and
fredo Saffold
Gwen Walton.
The play is under the competent direction of Reginald Morris who declares that "The Fury
Within" is one of the most fascinating three-act plays that he
has ever coached.
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PEASE HOME

Park Lane

*451000

ICE CREAM
v2
Gallon

Total value. Includes erecting and decorating, complete
kitchen installed, year-round air conditioning, patio, 2-car
garage. landscaping —and includes tip to $7500 for the
lot of your choice.

39c

Limit 2 1/2-gal. Cartons

Armour
CHO‘PliiD BEEF
12 Oz.
Can

33c

Kroger Juice

GRAPEFRUIT
ft

46 Oz.
Cans

aU

n ftc

Magnificent 7-room ranch style home, produced by Pease
Homes(Box 838, Hamilton, Ohio). Large living room with
wood-burning fireplace, 3 big bedrooms, 2 vanity baths plus
a lavatory, dining room, equipped kitchen, activities room.
patio. and 2-car garage.

ORANGE JUICE
46 Oz.
Can

29c

Royal Hawaiian

CHUNK TUNA
No. V2
Can

29c

PLUS OVER 1000 G.E. PRIZES
2nd Prize: 5 G.E. Kitchen appliances.
3rd Prize: Free Food for 1 year. (stusoPoTo°,,
4th Prize: G. E. Washer & Clothes Dryer.

Kroger All Green

5th Prize: 12.2 Cu. ft. G.E. Refrigerator.
Freezer.

ASPARAGUS

6th Prize: 1000 G.E. "Topper" Clocks.

Picnic
Size

33c

Easy To Win! Nothing To Buy!

WINSPRED CHEESE

this sentence "I save Top Value Stamps
because
" in 25 additional words or
less. Get free Entry Blanks at Kroger.

2 Li-ob. 69c

Enter Today — Free

Just complete

Fresh Picnic Style

Pork Roast
Pork Shoulder whole
Pork Rout Boston
Pork Steaks Lean
Tender

lb.

16.

Fresh

Fresh
Spring

lb.

2.3c

Smoked

2
39
5:

BHacmon

10' Corn
2 350 Pineapple
Head

lb.

Sausage "eRirp"::: 3
Foot

Low Priced
At Kroger

Lemons
Green

294

lb.

luicy Sunkist

Cabbage
English Peas

New Lean Trim
5 to 7 Lb.

lb..
16.

Laurel

lb.

Sliced

doz.
Sweet
Yellow

490
390

2.5c
..

Fancy Ripe
Cuban

$100
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The JACKSON

by Nat D.Williams _

SCENE

Negro leadership
J here is the manner In which the
Mister, following is a paragraph "Declaration of Negro Inten• from something everyone interest- tions" was formulated. It was done
ed in the Negro should read. It's with the cooperation and endorsethe last of ten paragraphs in an ment of recognized Negro leadimportant statement. Here it is: ers. As far as can be discerned
Misii Anna Lee
"With love for our nation, good it was not something dictated by
will toward all, utter devotion to outside influences working through
The accent this week seeing to
the Federal Constitution, and un- handpicked so-called "Negro lead-dying faith in God, we intend to ers."
be on organizations as time is
continue our struggle for the cornA study of the composition of the nearing for the end of the fiscal
,plete victory of freedom on every Negro leaders group which met year for most of them. Many are
front, and preservation of the soul in Washington shows few men who electing new officers and others
of the nation, whatever the cost. owe their positions of leadership have decided to retain the same
And if we are slain by the forces to influences outside service in officers. Whatever the case may
of oppression before our high pur- the Negro race, through the pre- be, we hope the past year has
pose is achieved; we pray that ference of Negroes.
been a happy one and the one to
ose is achieved; we pray that
Too often Negro leaders are come equally as fine.
we shall sleep under the shadows not leaders chosen by Negroes. Keeping in stride with Greekdom
of the flag that we love, and that This is understandable but regret- the six Greek letter organizations
our flowing blood shall help to table. It is regrettable because in which have graduate chapters in
wash from the nation's life, every the final analysis when the chips Jackson have come together or'blot of shame; and our bleached are down, leadership which owes ganizing a Pan - Hellenic Counbones shall help to fertilize our its elevation to white people has a cil. They are Sigma Gamma Rho;
hallowed soil for those who come divided allegiance. It suffers from Delta Sigma Theta and Kappa Alafter us; and our sacred dust divided sentiments among Negroes pha Alpha sororities and Alpha
shall be a silent testimony and For no matter how competent or Phi Alpha, Kappa Alpha Psi, and
a lasting memorial to our eternal serviceable, such leadership is al- Omega Psi Phi fraternities.
TENN. STATE STUDENT
Misses Mary Jean Booth, of
Auest for justice, peace and good ways suspect. It is suspect by the Representatives from the organCANDIDATES for offices are
Houston, Texas and Jean Mells
will."
white people who select it . . . izations forming the council are:
seen above after they were
of Nashville, Standing, left to
Mesdames Cleo Saunders, Mildred
Pretty high-flown language, for it may forget its creators.
selected as nominees in a livtright: Norman K. Spencer, of
aint it? Well, the nine paragraphs
That's why one so often hears Shaw Harris, Lavers Seat Avant,
Philadelphia; Walter Caldwell,
ly convention. All seven are
which proceed the one just read white people complaining that and Miss Darlene Hutson serving
juniors. Seated from left are
Pulaski, Tenn.; Robert X, Wilare equally high-flown and point- Negroes are ungrateful. What as alternate from Sigma Gamma
ed. They are the paragraphs set they mean in many cases is that Rho; Mesdames Bertha Hill Colforth in ,a manifesto by Dr. Jo- some Negro whom they have help- lins, Anna L. Cooke, Miss John- activities. The same distinction
seph Harrison Jackson, president ed to attain a position of leader- nie Reid with Mrs. Victoria Pul- can come to Jackson with a little
of the National Baptist Convention, ship, turns out to be more loyal liam serving as alternate from more cooperative action.
U. S. A., Inc.. and adopted by to what he thinks are the Ne- Delta Sigma Theta; Mrs. Nelda
Others who attended the meetExecutive Committee of the Na- gro's and his own best interests, Williams, Misses Juanita Peoples, ing from Jackson were: Mrs. F. A.
tional Baptist Convention in Chi- than he is to the interests of any- Jessie Brooks and Mrs. Carrie Dobbins, Madison County Council,
Seat, alternate from Alpha Kappa Mrs. B. Bonds and Mrs. Cheatcago, April 3, 1956. The para- one else.
graphs were set under the head of
Handpicked Negro leadership, Alpha; T. J. Womack, R. L. Gibbs, ham, Lincoln school: Mr. James
"a delegation of Negro inten- selected by whites, is also sus- Charles Williams and V. J. Gil- Buchannan, Washington - Douglas
tions."
pected by Negroes. Negroes are more, alternate from Alpha Phi school.
' "The 'Declaration' was unani- never quite convince that such Alpha; S. H. Bronough, W. E. MeFACULTY SOCIAL AT LANE
mously approved by "The State leadership is entirely all out for ICissack, W. R. Bell and J.
By CARLOTTA STEWART
Hughes from Omega Psi Phi; W. The spacious Home Economics
of the Race Conference," repre- Negroes.
senting a cross section of Negro That's one of the main reasons F. Jackson, J. 0, Perpener, J. H. building on the campus of Lane MUSING
And many a failure turns
leaders, who assembled in Wash- so many inter-racial committees Parrish and C. L. Robinson, al- college was the setting for the
monthly Lane college faculty so- Life is queer with its twists and
ington, D. C., late last month, and the like fall so flat on their ternate from Kappa Alpha Psi.
(April 24) from all sections of the collective techni-colored faces in
Officers for the Pan-Hellenic cial which was held on last turns,
nation.
Council
have been named as W. Thursday evening. Hosts and hos- As every one of us sometimes
so many places. It seems a part
Dr. Jackson's statement of "Ne- of the great Southern tradition for E. Jackson, president; Mrs. Ber- tesses for the occasion were: Mrs. learns,
gro Intentions" definitely estab- white groups, voicing their good in tha Hill Collins, 1st vice pres.; Vera McClain, Mrs. C. Taylor, And many a ailure turns about
lished him as a leader of deep in- committees, to select a handful Mrs. Cleo Saunders, 2nd vice pres. Mrs. H. L. Wright, Dr. McShine, When he might have own, if
sight and clear understanding. of Negroes who have already Miss Juanita Peoples, recording G• Thacker and L. S. Weaver, he'd stuck it out.
Evidence of this is not only his made the grade by their standards secretary, S. H. Bronough, corres.
leadership of the thousands of Y.e- and whom they have been calling secretary, Mrs. Anna L. Cooke,
STARTS
3
gro Baptists in the world, but also .or recognizing as leaders all along. reporter. Mrs. L. Seat Avant, treaSUNDAIF
the acceptance of his interpretaBIG
Then they are surprised by the surer and Charles Williams, parliamentarian. Introducing t h e l
tions by the representative cross- lack of enthusiasm on the
MAY 13
DAYS!
part 01
section of Negro leaders who ap- the mass of Negroes. Well, it Council to the community, giving'
proved his "Declaration."
might be well to ask who are its purposes, etc., you are asked
• What's of particular interest just the Negro's leaders? Well-1-1?
to tune in on Sation WJAK, Sunday, May 20 for the "Good Neighbor Speaks" program.
PTA OFFICERS NAMED
#
111
%
The regular monthly meeting of
the Merry High school Parent!a
Teacher Assn., was held at the'
2•
! school auditorium the 2nd Tuesday in April at which time the
election of officers took place. It
was voted unanimously that the
present officers serve a second
term. They are: Mrs. Catherine
Springfield, president, Mrs. BernMrs. Louise Shivers, an English mer classmate of Mrs. Mary Par- ice Bledsoe, vice president; Mrs.
and History instructor of the 7th ker.
Pattye Ballard, secretary; M r s.
and 8th grade at Wonder High
John A. Cooper, son of Mrs. M. Daffney Robinson, Asst. secretary;
had as her guests last Tuesday : H. Steele won 100 baby chickens, Mrs. Edna Roebuck, correspondher son and his wife, Mr. and $50 as a cash award, and a trip ing secretary; Mrs. Opal Shipp, fiMrs. John Thomas from Little to Jackson, Miss, with all expen- nancial secretary; Mrs. Lessie
SUPERSCOPE "4"-Rock, Ark. The Thomases motor; ses paid to attend the state 4-H Cole, treasurer; Rev. T. B. Monted from Little Rock to West club meeting for two days. He will gomery, chaplain and Cornelius
T•CNNICOLOM
Memphis.
leave for Jackson on June 7. He Askew, sr., asst. chaplain. ChairComing Wednesday and Thursday:
The seniors of Wonder High' is a 7th grade student at Stark- men of committees have been
school took their final examina- ville, Miss, where he is an honor named as Mrs. Florine CunningGARY COOPER in the
tions It'ednesday, May 2.
student. He is home from school ham, program; Mrs. Doris Price,
Mrs. Sallie B. Brown was the to spend three weeks with his entertainment, and Mrs. M. K.
weekend guest of her sister mother, sisters and brothers. Mrs. Smith, welfare.
CinemaScope and Color!
Mrs. Bernether Pointer in Forrest Steele is a first grade teacher at
When the state PTA met in ChatCity. Ark. Mrs. Brown is a for- Wonder High school.
tanooga last week, the merry
Last Wednesday night, the foot- ; High school PTA was among
ball and basketball teams were i those progressive associations rephonored with a banquet given resented at the meeting which was
M.
them by the Athletic Dept. After held at Howard High school: Mrs.
the banquet, the couples danced M. K. Smith, instructor at Mer(Continued from Page 10)
to the music of the Booker T. ry High was the PTA representaH. Banks, Mrs. Lottie Spencer, Mr Washington band. The menu con- tive and chaperone for Miss Rose"Slightly Scarlet," a typical James M. Cain dramatic
and Mrs. Ruben Simms, Mrs. Sa- sisted of chicken and dressing with ilyn Utley, an honor student of the
die Cabbage. J. C. Thompson. Mr. gravy; green peas, carrots, cran- 1956 graduating class.
shocker of bullets, blackmail and beautiful women, opens
and Mrs. L. D. Foster. Miss May- berry sauce, bread, ice cream
Miss Utley participated on the
at the NEW DAISY Theatre Sunday for a three-day run.
ola Oliver. Mrs. Mary Jones, W.. and cake. Head coach is T. Hank Youth Program on the subject,
L. Wriv,l)t, Mrs. M. J. Young. Mr. 1 Delaney. and assistant coach is "Youth and Education in an Ex- It should have a highly successful engagement, for it conpanding Society." With poise, she tains all the ingredients which
and Mrs. H. B. Chandler, Mrs. M. Morris
made his "Double Indempointed out that as a result of ed- nity"
Dora McChristian, Mr. and Mrs.
and "The Postman Always
ucation youth should acquire skill
Leonard Mitchell. Mrs. Mae Ola
in learning how to think and how Rings Twice" popular film enter- beautiful redheads, provide pulse
Mebane and Bobby, Mrs. M. L.
quickening interest.
to solve problems to be prepared tainment.
Gray, Perry E' Anderson. Isiah
Payne portrays a handsome inApplewhite, Mrs. Marilees Scott, The J. L. Lundy Memorial for responsibilities in an expandJohn Payne, Arlene Dahl and
vestigator
for the crime syndiing
society. She climaxed with the Rhonda
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Porter. Mr. Board of Smothers Chapel CME
Fleming
ca-star in cate boss of a city in which graft
and Mrs. H. Parker Rev, a n d church invites the public to their idea of looking forward to a life
"Slightly Scarlet" and Producer and corruption have become deepMrs. A. McEwen Williams, Mrs annual Mother's Day Tea Sunday, of service to the next generation.
Mrs. Smith reports many new Benedict Bogeaus as given the ly rooted. Given an assignment to
Freddie Wesley. Mr. and Mrs. Wil- May 13. between 5 and 7 p.m.
liam T. Itzlnkisis and Mr. and Mrs. The church is located at 1371 techniques were learned to inject RKO Radio feature a handsome check on the background of Rhoninto the local group. Several setting in Superscope and Tech- da Fleming, secretary of Kent
W. H. Firer,
Volletine ave.
Taylor, a reform candidate for
Mrs. H. Jackson is chairman awards were given to other asso- nicolor. The hard-hitting drama mayor,
OTHER WELL-WISHERS
he discovers that her sisciations
for
membership
for
other
and
the da y. Miss W Finley. presit'ishite; the bride and groom
and explosive excitement of the ter, Arlene Dahl. is a kleptohappiries:, hut unable to attend the ident: Mrs. G. Rainey, secretary. ,
action is neatly balanced with maniac recently released from
reccption were; Mrs Hattie King.
some
high-voltage love scenes in prison. When both sisters reveal
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Parker,! Quebec
a romantic interest in Payne, a
province of Canada proMrs. 7.11a Whaley. Mr M. T. duces
which the Misses Dahl and Flem- situation
about 70 percent of t h e
develops which leads to
Thorr•on. Mrs. corine Whitak- world's
ing, two of the screen's most a powerful climax.
asbestos.
er, Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Wynn. Mr.
s I, Cotton Mr .ind
'in
tr
Mrs clri,nue 11:mler Mrs.
Mr. .nil Mrs A.
The Geeter High school chapter
M. '.‘"Y'•iti Mr. and Mrs. -toe
of the New Farmers of America
She!
Chica•gn
Ill.. Mist.
represented the Seventh District
I. Def.o.- Coleman o I.os
in the recent Tennessee NFA ConIr hair' Make at Prtoger-lou;.
. Mrs. ode -s., Coleman.
' vntion held at Tennessee State
ntg at on,
...t.)NG-A11)
Dr, and Mr-' .1. W. Kelso. Dr.
university in Nashville.
asath K-7--thr .11tin .'tr in nes,
:ti:ter. Mr. and Mrs. S G • la o r oreparaimi.s tontains es
E
The school participated in pub
Miss :Ifar- E, Boyd. Mr and Mrs. !rd -rich lanolin—smooths ham'
lie speaking, quartet singing.
-lakes it tomb °A its longro ! parliamentary
laronn.
1'ochstate• Miss Errok
procedure quiz and
\lakes twit. -aster in style.
Robert Fields. Clifton Satterfield.
rafter cutting contests.
-114 vitt ‘tarry ha hlights Lon:
Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Dandridge.
John Lipford won second place,'
with K.?! Only $1; lay
Mrs Susie Huggins. Miss Susie
onomy lize $3- -at drug, bra
in public speaking: quartet memHawkins at Washington D. C . Mr
rountet,. Monev back stybers Juan Ship, Raymond Richard0-- Get LONG•Alb!
:Ind Mrs. Frank Scott of Atlanta.
son, Paul Lawrence and Earl
Ga., Leroy Taylor. Dr. and Mrs.
Woodson came in third in their
R. Q. Venson, Mr. and M r s.
! division; Paul Tito,' placed third
George Crawford—father of t h e
' in rafter cutting and Charles Bradbride of St. Louis, Mo.. Mr. and
ley, was sixth in parliamentar
Mrs. Charlie Parker. Mr. a n d
procedures.
ICH VOLTAGE DRAVA, John Payne arid Rhonda
Mrs. J. C. Cody, Mr. and Mrs.
Chapter delegates to the co;
Fleming
rid the forces of crir - and corruption closing in
S M. Patterson Mr. and Mrs. W.
vention were Z. D. Massey ar
on
them
in
Todd. Mr. and Mrs, W. P. Harene from "Slightly scarlet," Benedict Boraus-RK0 proGioston Anderson. Others atten
ding, Mrs. Callie Stevens, Mrs.
uction in Superscopc snd Technicolor. Arlene Dahl also coI ing from the Geeter chapter we
Clementine Hughes. Miss Mari-ars in this right-bet
William Dove, reporter, and (ii
i-the-eyes story of smart operators
Anne stro7ier, Mrs. Gwendolyni is tna MITT PINK
advisors, J. W. Davis and .1 Ind beautiful red heath, opens at the NEW
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DAISY Sunday
Featherstone,
S. Simmons.
• ,for a 3-day showing.
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West Memphis
News
By Tommy Parker
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Hams, of Memphis; and William R. Thompson, of Nashville. Another candidate, Wilbert R. Davis, of New York
City, was not available for
picture. (Clanton HI Photo)

Mothers are so happy Moth
en' Day is here again. They just
know that their families are going to give them some token of
appreciation. How nice it would
be if mother just had no meals
to prepare on her day at all. Perhaps that would not work out so
well though. But a nice little family party for Sunday afternoon or
Sunday evening could easily be arranged. If you are more ambitious several families could get together for a surprise party for all
your mothers. If its really going
to be a surprise you will have to
plan a party that requires very
little preparation and get each
family to take part to make a
definite contribution for example
the place, salad, bread, candy and
nuts, dessert, plates, etc. When
you get your heads together planning a simple party will be easy.
Just make it pretty with a color
scheme. Your flowers and even
your paper plates and napkins can
help out there (Save work later,
too.)
A real nice salad for the party
could be this Buttercup Salad.
For it -you will need:
1 pint cottage cheese
Salad greens
8 Canned cling peach halves
Marschino cherries
Watercress
•• •

mound
An-age
of cottage
cheese on each garnished salad
plate. Top with drained peach
half, cut side up. Quarter second
peach half and arrange petal fashion around peach in center. Gar-

Dear Carlotta:
I am a wife and mother in my
30s. Two years ago my busband's disposition and behavior
began to change. H i s working
hours became more and more irregular. He became irritable,
argumentative. A few months ago
I had a phone call from a woman who said she and my husband had been going out together
for some time, and she added
she had no intention of giving him
up. I told him, and he admitted
it was true. He promised to break
ail, and for a while, he apparently
kept his word. But lately he is

nish with cherries and springs of
watercress. Makes 4 servigs.
If you will have more than four
for your party you may get one
large can peach halves and one
medium or small can sliced peaches to save time in preparation.
After you've decided on t h e
main part of your menu, you can
serve cake and ice cream for dessert. This is a dessert that is always a favorite with any group.
You can buy your favorite cake
mix for quick cake and use a
powdered sugar icing. Of course,
you may have a favorite cake recipe that you like to make, but if
you are looking for a short cut the
cake mix is your answer. Then to
make this party really easy on
yourself just order or pick up
some delicious and refreshing ice
cream from your favorite market,
drug or grocery store.
Mother. will be so proud that you
remembered her day and you will
be just real proud of yourself for
having given mother a perfect
party.

Diggs Protests
Dance Censor

3

In telegrams today to District
of Columbia Board of Commissioners President Samuel Spencer
and to Chief of Police, Robert V.
Murray, Cong, Charles C. Diggs,
jr. (D-Michigan) called for a fulldoing the same thing again, He is scale investigation of last night's
seldom at home and never takes incident at Constitution Hall
me out. I love my husband and where the producer of "Sing Man,
our daughters adore him. One of Sing", , starring Harry Belafonte.
them is sickly and separation 'was forced by a police captain to
would be very upsetting. Yet my delete an interracial dancing act
friends say I am wasting my to keep the entire performance
time. What can I do? Worried. from being stopped.
Dear Worried:
Noy advice is to stick it out.
With perseverance, prayer and NEW HOPE BAPTIST
through the power of love, you
New Hope's No. 1 choir will parwill almost certainly win your husticipate in the Song Festival at
band back. Consider a few pros
Pleasant Hill Baptist church on
and cons of the matter. The oth- Tillman,
Sunday.
er woman wants you to leave, so Sam Marshall at 2:30 p.m.
conducts the Sunshe can quickly attach the man day school
at 9:30 a.m. There will
you relinquish. Why let her cheat be a sermon
at 11 a.m.
you out of your home, as well as
Baptist Training Union begins
your husband? You have the se- at 6 p.m. J. C. Curry is the
dicurity, the name and your chil- rector.
dren shave the protection of their
The deacons will present a mufather,
sical at 7:30 p.m.

WALLACE JOHNSTON Appliances

brings you
G.E.'s NEW LIGHTWEIGHT TV
THE MOST USEFUL TV EVER!

Court Martial Of Billy Mitchell

James Cain's"Slightly Scarlet"
High-Voltage Film Entertainment

Clubhouse

Mother's Day Tea

HE'S LOOKING
AT . . .

NFA Of Geeter
manes nowing
At State Meet

.

a

IlAsatal 14T007

Goes where z225of INDOORS, OUTDOORS,
ALL AROUND THE HOUSE!
CTUALLY is one-third smaller than any other TV
of its type. Take it on trips. From room to
room.
Out on the terrace. Anywhere there's an
outlet.
Features rugged built-to-travel cabinet,
built-in
antenna. Dynapower speaker, 2-way
interference
protection. In cordovan finish, Model 14T007,

A

The two-tone series with a
new car look. Center handle is
aluminum. Available in terra
cotta & ivory (Model 14T009)
or gray & ivory (Modtgi
14T008) ... one low price fa.
14-inch TV!
Model
141001

S11995
Easy Terms

We Sell All G. E. Appliances Made
We Deliver - We Install - We Service
We Carry Our Own Notes And Contracts
• TWO LOCATIONS FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE
ROTH OPEN EVERY NITE TIL 9 P.M.

2268 PARK at
760 UNION at Forrest Park
Lamar-Airways Shopping Center
IA 7-2631
33-smn7
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The 11th annual 4.11 club rally by developing the club's 4-point
was held in Sardis, April 21, 1958. training program — equal traiu
There were 33 clubs with more mg of head, heart. hand an ii
Andrew Earthman senior. has, was chosen for the Hall of Fame I
than 1200 members assembled on health.
made the Melrose Hall of Fame, because of excellence in athletics! M
the Athletic Field.
CONTEST WINNERS
Andrew attended Melrose first and sportsmanship. His record in
A prize of $10 ss as awarded to
For the team demonstration on , through the twelfth grades. Ile athletics has been p u blicized w
the club first on the ground. This soil and . water conservation, 1st
, throughout the state of Tennessee
was won by Caldwell, 2:nd place place was won by Batesville boys,
Allen of Caldwell club; 2nd and other states.
L.
won by Blakley. The program 2nd place by Sardis girls, and 3rd place, David
The first track and field meetBethany, of Sardis.
In 1952 Andrei, wan the title of
opened by singing "America," led place by Annie B. Young, of the
DRESS REVIEW
' Mr. Gridiron Great. In 194 he log of region three, district two,
by Joyce Ann Kuykendoll of Bates- Walton Chapel 4•11 club.
For Dress review: School dress, won title of Mr. Gridiron Great- will get underway at Woodstock
ville 4-}1 club. Invocation by Joe
In the popularity contest t h e 1st place, Rebecca McDaniel of est and made the trip to Pasa. Training school at 10 a.m. SaturGreen of Courtland 4-H club. Song
winning club was Caldwell, which Macedonia; 2nd place, Stewart.1
Georgia dea,
n Calif., with Mr. Nat D. Wit. dayp May 12. Drawings for soft."Going to Keep Up The 4H
reported $106; 2nd place w a s Ford; rd place, Martha
hams, where they witnessed thei ball opponents will be at 1:10.
Spirit" was led by Rebecca Mc- Batesville
%inch reported $78; and Play dress, 1st place, ldella Buck- Rose Bowl game.
1 Schools to take part in the meet
Daniel of Macedonia 4-H club. Roll 3rd
place was Macedonia w t h ley of Macedonia. Church dress,
Andrew made the Varsity Foot- 1 are E. A. Harrold of Millingcall was by Walter May Young. $85.
Thus Caldwell's King a n d 1st place, Barbara Hall of mace. ball team for four years, All Mem, ' ton, Barrett Chapel and the Wood4-H pledge was by Dorothy Morris,
Queen were crowned Mr. and Mrs. (Ionia 2nd place Marva Johnson of
stock Training school.
and there was a song contest be- Panola
County for 1956. The Macedonia. Formal d r e s S. 1St phis for four years, Ca-Captain of
tween Como and Batesvtlle.
the
Melrose
team
for
1955-56.
i
Piaif R. J. Roddy is director 01
leaders of the Como 4-H club who place. Valma Joyce Carter of WalWelcome by Sardis 4-H club. won the Golden Trophy last year ton Chapel; Stress dress, 1st place
Ile is a member of the Science '1 the event.
Welcome on behalf of the City of had to present it to the leader Debris Johnson
of Macedonia, For Club, Ili-Y club, Courtesy club and i Following is the schedule for the
Sardis by Mr. C. E. Hayman, of the Caldwell 4-H
; events:
club to keep travel dress, 1st place, Debris Student Council.
Supt. of City school (substituting until the 3rd Saturday in April, Johnson
athletic
Many
of Macedonia; 2nd place.
scholarships have
100 yard dash, 10 a m.: ZIO yard
for the Mayor). Response by Mar- me.
Arnetta Morris. Skirt and Blouse, been offered this young man. Ile dash, 10:20; 440 yard dash, 10:40;
yin Harris, jr., of Viney Creek
Ay 1:30 p.m.. the Grand Parade 1st place, Maxine Griffin of Con- is 21-years-old and will certainly high jump, 11 a.m.; shot p
u t,
club. The Mississippi Vocation col- went down town led by Missiscord; and 2nd place, Velma Cald- be an asset to some college foot- 11:40; broad jump, 12:10 p.m.;
lege band rendered music.
sissippi vocational college, then well of Concord.
880 vard run, 12:30; softball elimball during his college career.
GUEST SPEAKER
the outdoor activities began.
For stunts 1st place was won by
ination. 1 p.m.; mile run, 1:45;
Introduction of the guest speakFor the 50 yard dash, first place Pope 4-H club. For Solo, lat place,
softball elimination, 2:15; 440 yard
er was by Bobby Jean Kuykendoll was won by Edith Blakley of Vin- Imogene McDaniel of Macedonia.
relay, 2:45; 880 yard relay, 3:30
of the Batesville 4-H club. Guest ey Creek; 2nd place, Edna lienTotal estimated attendance was
p.m., softball final, 4 p.m.; mile
speaker was Mrs. Willie Mae Tay- t drix of Sardis; and 3rd place. Eth- 4.000 people, and we wish to offer
relay, 4:45.
lor, Home Demonstration Agent of el Armstrong of Morrison.
our appreciation and thanks to the
Grenada county. The entire audiFor the 100 yard dash, boys, 1st Business Establishments of Bates- ST. LOUIS — (INS) — A forence was thrilled after having Its. place was won by Richard Cald- nut', Sardis, Como and all the 10- , mer National Golden Gloves box- LANEY WINS GAME
AUGUSTA, Ga. — Charles Santened to the wonderful address de. well of the Caldwell club, and cal leaders and friends for their ing champion was held Monday
livered by Mrs. Taylor. Her sub- place by James Eddie wilburn of splendid cooperation in helping to charged with beating and robbing ders pitched Lucy Laney's Wildcats to a one-hit, 1-0 decision over
ject was "Please Wait A alinutc." Sardis.
make the program a success,
a policeman.
South Fulton of East Point, Ga.,
She emphasized the excellent op. For the Suitcase race, 1st place, , A. J. Warfield, Negro
(amity
Charles (Sonny) Liston, 24-year- here Friday. The victory was Laportunity that 4-II club work offers David Bethany of Sardis club. For agent. and Mrs. Alice
A. Thomp- old St. Louis heavyweight, was ney's sixth of the season
against
youth to become useful citizens I the Sack race, 1st place Jimmie son, Negro Dome
agent.
arrested Sunday.
one loss.

Track,Field
•
eetSlated At
oodstock

Sonny Liston Held
In Cop Beating

•

STATE
TRACK CHAMPS
AGAIN — Coach John Powell's track team from Booker
T. Washington High school
garnered 53 points, seven less
than last year, to repeat as
champs in the Tennessee State
university in Rational track
meet for state high schools.
The relay team with Coach
Powell in top photo captured
first place honors in both the
440 and 880 relays. R.elayers,

from left are: Eddie Nelson,
Herman Adams, Jiles Walls
and James W are, It was the
second straight year the BIM
eindermen captured the trophy
for the 8S0 which is donated
by Dr. W. S. Davis, president
of Tennessee State university.
Athletes in front row lower
photo are Ernest Dunlap,
shot put discus; Irby Kimbel.
discus; John Aldridge, High
jump and pole vault, and War.

Booker T. Washington

ren Bland, high jump, Second
row, same order are: Alphon•
so W. Perkins, mile runner;
Jerry Carling, 100 yard dash;
Earl Garmon. 100 yard dash;
Harrison Johnson, 440 dash;
Walter Morgan, 440 dash;
James Tinnon, mile run: El.
birth Hudson, 880 run, a n d
George Balentine, broad jump.
Other schools in the meet included Pearl High of Nash.
ville, Carver High of Columbia; Booker T. Washington of
Chattanooga and Burt High of
Clarksville.

Holly, Mrs. M. Jenkins, Mrs. C.
Johnson, Mr. F. Jordan, Mr. E,
Pender, Mrs. L. Pope, Mrs. L.
Rhinehart, Miss D. Stockton, Mr.
By DARMY BAILEY
with their hands and movements., C. Tarpley, Miss D. Todd Mrs. M.
I SEYMOUR PREACHED
White and Mr. N. D. Williams.
"BALLET PRESENTED"
Miss Mynetta Sims, a former
The famed annual -Washing.
Miss Claudia Palmer another so'1
ton's Ballet," was presented Tues. foist sang "The Beloved City." A student of Arkansas AM&N college
day night, May 1, at the Ellis Spiritual interpretated chorus per. and a graduate of Booker T.
formed to the Senior Glee club's, Washington High school was head
auditorium to a capacity crowd.
The theme of this year's ballet singing of "Judgment Day," while' of the dance routines.
Was "Moods in Harmony" and it Lafayette Seymour preached t h el
was divided into five scenes. Scene sermon.
I dealt with the "Rock and Roll,"
Scene V. the climaxing scene
Scene 11 entitled "Boots and Sad- was the "Most." It was the mosti fat
dle," changed to the Western side because in this scene the Afro-Cu- 1
of view, Scene III classified as ban Dance was presented, this was
"Ballet Parisienne" was the clas• one of the most popular dances in
sical scene with toe dancing, Scene the ballet. Also in this scene was , story
IV which was classified as "We presented the "Fashion K
e e p•1 HOLLYWOOD — The life of
Seek A Heaven." was the spiritual sakes,'' with their weary way
; Satchel Paige, the baseball great
scene, and the final scene Scene V, walking in to the tune of B 1 uof
e
Classified as Sounds and Move- Flame. A part of this number was may be filmed after all.
This was the latest heard
ments.
the Rock N Roll Waltz, and around the
studios this week. Just
Now let's see what was involved the Charlestonettes; Mose Y. ' who
will direct the pix and what
In each one of the scenes. In scene Brooks and Marsha Anne Caldwell
title role is not known. But there
one. . .Fred Gaither opened this who received many laughs f o r
Is definitely a plan afoot to make
very first scene up dancing savag- their cute way of twistine.
the picture it is reliably reported.
ely to the beat of the drums. folThe Rockettes, rocked things for
Several seasons ago when talk
lowed by the Kings' Men Qtara-e- a few minutes weaving across the
of making the film hit the studio
tette singing "At My Front Door," stage. Returning again back to the I
rounds it was said Stepin Fetchit
with the Nekkie Hoke Chorus, stage was "Fred Gaither," who
had inside track on the title
working out clean,
was really ready as he leaped into role. This may still be the choice
the air to climax the show,
CROWD SWOONED
' but no one appeared willing to
The Princess Quartette is said FACULTY COMMITTEE
either confirm or deny this se.
to have swooned the crowd as they
Henry McStanton was Master of lection.
sang the Harts recording of "Goin Ceremonies. The "Ballet" Faculty
Home To Saty." The Harpers,' a committee consisted of Mrs. A,
There are 161 national forests
brather dance act were there on Benson, Miss G. Callian, Mrs. M. in the U. S., Puerto Rico a n d
hand doing the latest in dances Galloway, Mr, L, Griffin, Mrs. 0. Alaska.
as the King's Men sang "Witchcraft."
Receiving many laughs were the
comics; Johnnie Terry and Eddie
Wright, with their host of wise
cracks. Doing a tap solo to the
tune of Sugar Baby was Shirley
Partee, The climaxing number of
Scene I was a dance by the sophisticates.
Before time for Scene II. ta appear the King's Men took t h e
spotlight for a few minutes singing
some of their original compositions.
Scene II, was opened with the
Square Dancers dancing to "Old
Susanna," After that, ta change
the tempo was "St. Clair Alexander" singing "Everybody's Got A
Home."
Another skit under the auspices
oT Mrs. Rhinehart including Robert Hall. Mary Patterson and Ida
Hollis was another comic entitled
"•Word Weary Willie."
THEY BANG BANGED
The Rangerettes (Cow Girls)
were really "Deep in the Heart
-of Texas" as they bang! bar.Ved!
on stage.
Thrilling the audience was really nothing for Josephine Jones and
Claudine Hester. along with the
boys. Claudine sipped a glass of
water in a backbend position
while Josephine was busy taking
her whole body in and out of her
arms.
Scene III, as I fore-stated was
the scene in which we see much toe
dancing. Opening this scene was a
vocal solo by Willie Shotwell and
June Billops, followed by two very
graceful toe dancers Jacquelyn
Washburn and Jasephine Isabel. t
"The Nut-Cracker Suit" were
sleeping flowers (girls) who were
Ranch. He and his family also
ENTERS BASEBALL C 0 N.
awakened by soloist Martha Little.
farm by raising Cotton a n d
TEST — Shown in the above
market Produce. The Davis
Scene IV. the spiritual scene
photo left to right is Levi, 10.
family are members of Proviand Dittman Davis, 11; Stuwas opened by Joseph Jackson
dent MB church on Airways
dents of Maple Road School
doing a vocal number followed by
Blvd. They ,have two other
and the youthful sons of Mr.
Carrot McSwain accompanied by
children Earnestioe', 13, and
and Mrs. Herter Davis of 2729
the St. Cecelia Glee club did their
Ranie Davis, 15. (Photto by
Ketiliump Road. Mr. Davis is
interpretation of "He" as t h e
Purdy)
em?loyed at the Golf Practice
dance chorus interpreted the song
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Talk Again Of
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Beer experts agree:"The smoother
the beer...the finer the quality."
Oertels '92 Beer is so smooth
you can tell it's Oertels '92
without looking at the label!
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IHoneymoon End
For Margaret

Sat., May 12, 1956

Stork Stops

NEW YORK — (INS) — Back 0
from their 15-day honeymoon in
the Bahamas, Clifton Daniel and
his wife, the former Margaret Truman were apartment-hunting today.
"We are an old married couple
now," Daniel told newsmen upon
arriving at Idlewild airport last
night. "We're not news any more.'
Margaret said she would continue
her television work so long as it
didn't interfere with her husband's newspaper career.

agliy"

Born At John Gaston Hospital: Richard C. and Earline Fox,
of ter, to K. C. and Mattie Johnson,
APRIL 28, Issi
210 Chelsea.
of 180 Gilbert.
Juanita
Joyce
Rodgers, a daughCharles Reginald Cheirs, a son. Elvera Janson, a
daughter, to
ter, to Willie C. and Vera Rodgers, to Charles and Mary Cheirs,
of A. J. and Pearl Jackson, of 3014
of 3094 Mt, Olive.
2866 Douglass.
Johnson.
Jeanette Watkins, a daughter, to
Relve Jean Savage, a daughter, A son, to Florida and
Mattie
Lee L. and Goldren Watkins, of 582 to Fred and Bertha Savage, of 254
Jenkins, of 965 Saxon.
Lauderdale.
Park.
Seven states have towns named
Milton Howery, jr., a son, to
Eunice Annette Jones, a daughNorma Jean Landfain, a daugh- Milton and Deborah Howery,
Wyoming; three have towns namof
ter, to William H. and Eunice ter, to Jim C. and Violet Landed Ohio.
695 Buntyn (R)
Jones, of 3859 Barron Road.
fair, of 1988 Glory Circle.
Rickey Maurice Taylor, a son,
Linda Fay Allen, a daughter, to
Debra Denise Davis, a daugh- to William A. and
Jeanette TayHerbert and Audrey Allen, of 780 vis, of 185 Reno.
tar, of 1851 Keltner Circle.
Lucas.
Belinda Fay Lowery, a daughLouise Patterson, a daughter, to ter, to William H. and Limmie MAY 2, 1956
Leotha Winfrey, a son, to Char0. L. and Mary Patterson, of 896 Lowery, of 1339 Nicholaa.
lie A. and Pearline Winfrey, of
Michigan.
APRIL 30, 1956
men have sought out women
with Ion ger-lookinR hair! The
Debra Elaine Burns, a daughter.
Muriel Joyce Jones, a daugh- 667 Hastings.
way hair looks when you use
Vermont Lee Butler, a son, to
to Floyd and 011ie Burns, of 794 ter, to Vernon Ti and Verline
LONG-AID with K-7—the ultias Jaycees' "Young Man of
Arthur and Annie Butler, of 1624
Marchalneil.
nice Lewis, and (reading from
-•Jones, of 367 Silverage.
president; Carl Webb, w h
mate in new hair preparations!
THE PLAQUE presented Atty.
the Year," is admired by the
Will Williams, jr., a son, to
left) B. B. King, who applied
Clyde Turner, a son, to James Patton.
presented the plaque, and H.
Extra-rich
lanolin smooths hair
W.
A.
(third
Willis
from
left)
newly
elected Queen of the CotTimothy Arnett Netter, a son, to
Will and Georgia Williams, of 639 and Mattie Turner, of 2156 Clayfor membership in the Jay—makes it comb out its longest!
A. Gilliam, guest speaker.
ton Makers Jubilee, Miss BerCherry.
Philip and Beatrice Netter, of 931
Ilas secret ingredient to keep
cees; Charles Horton, Jaycees
ton
edges, new hair straighter! New
Louise Mack Carter, jr., a son,
Marguerite Dunn. a daughter, LeMoyne Drive.
K-7 relieves dandruff; keeps
to Louise M. and Katherine Car- to Willie A. and Willie Dunn,
Clinton Nash, a son, to Clarof
hair fresh! LONG-AID! Only
ter, of 2258 Marble,
ence
and
Mice
Nash,
of
Brown
568
2180 Ketchum.
$1; economy size $3—at druir,
Donald Smith, a son, to CharMall,
Ruby Elizabeth Conard,
beauty counters. Money back
lie E, and Addle Smith, of 785 daughter, to J. D.,
guarantee. G, t LONG-AID!
Rev. Martin Luther King, jr., servance of the Supreme Court'
and Laverne i Ronny Lee Hunt, a son, to Wildinner
committe
e.
tary of the NAACP and Thurgood
Marianna,
lie and Katherine Hunt, of 482 leader of
Conard, of 543 No. Seventh.
the Montgomery protest public education, Dr. Ralph J.
Roy Wilkins, Executive Secre- Marshall, Director-Counsel of the
APRIL 29. 1954
Diane Lawrence, a daughter, to Walker.
movement, will be one of the Bunche, Under Secretary of
David Warren Dunigan, a son, L. E. and Minnie Lawrence
the
NAACP Legal Defense and Edu, of DeWayne Edward Jones. a son, principal speakers at
the NAACP :United Nations and Nobel Peace
to William and Juanita Dunigan, 1141 Turley.
to Raymond and Louise Jones, of ,
New Atomic Plant
cational Fund, are scheduled to
of 2405 Park.
Legal Defense and Educational ' Prize winner, is chairman of the
Jerry Lee Chambers, a son, to 160 Reno.
progress reports.
give
The Atomic Energy CommisRita Mae Walton, a daughter, James L. and Hattie
Fund, Inc., May 17th dinner at
Chambers, MAY 3, 1958
sion at Washington, D. C., has isto James H. and Barnet Walton. of of 1467 Minnie,
A son, to Nathaniel and Beulah the Waldorf-Astoria,
( Old Faithful geyser in Yellow- sued a permit
Winnipeg, capital city of Manito the Common1160 'University.
MAY 1, 1956
Harris, of 633 Stephens,
It is the second affair given by I stone national park throws 250,000 wealth Edison Company of Chi- toba is the chief inland metropolis
LeWayne Clifton Fox, a son, to
Diana Lynn Johnson, a claughFannie Pearl Stewart, a daughgallons of steaming hot water 150 cago for construction of nuclear
of the Dominion and is an ima
ter, to James L. and Lizzie Stew- the Legal Defense Fund in ob- feet into the air and performs this power
plant to be built in Grundy , portant grain center and transpordecision outlawing segregation in feat about every 70 minutes.
IN THE PRE1TY PINK JAR!
art, of 2356 W'alter.
county, Illinois.
tation hub.
Joe Jeans, jr., a son, to Joe'
and Luttie Jeans, of 3050 Shannon
Marsha Lynn Luckett, a daughSATURDAY — At change of, must be aware of imposters
and ter, to Milton and Elizabeth LucMoon you may change many plans the many great pretenders
t h e kett, of 272 Virginia.
as much of your actions have been! world has to offer, as by your tenPhoeba Jane Barnett, a daughgreatly influenced by same. By all derhearted ways you
are forever ter, to Eddie and Katherine
means den't give up as much open for others who may take
ad- Barnett. of 930 Olympic.
good holds ahead.
vantage of you.
Raymond Earl Henderson, a
SUNDAY — Through neglect
WEDNESDAY — You may for son, to James and Marguerit
e
you have failed to live up to your a brief period experience a spell Henderson
, of 1758 Farrington.
weekly worship, but whenever you of sickness, however, it will not
Marilyn Lynn Reed. a daughter,
do have a change of heart you be a chronical condition and should
to George and Ophelia Reed, of
will find the same God who has not last but for a brief period. I
84 Henry.
been much better to you and all would say you are allergic to
Van Natta Williams, a daughthe world than you have been.
many things in which you are not
ter, to Nathiel and Beverly Wilaware.
MONDAY — To all natives of
liams, of 1331 Washington.
this house we can associate great THURSDAY — Being a person
Lucretia Lillian Carter, a daughweakness in a sense such as being with a very good understanding,
ter,
to Olando and Lillie Carter,
try
and
bear
with those who have
stubborn. I attribute this to a
1527 Monsarratt.
form of vainness which so many not been as fortunate as yourself. of
Belinda Fay Sanders, a daughdislike being told or advised about All you need do is listen to the
ter,
to Clarence and Annie Sandheart
rendering
stories you may
by others. Whether we add or subtract we find the answer the same. hear from time to time as long ers. of 507 Frazier.
Cloddie Lee Shanks, a daughas the story doesn't carry a price
TUESDAY — Here is found
ter. to Timothy and Eliza Shanks,
tag,
much good. Those of this birth
FRIDAY — By all means do not of 1002 State.
Margaret Coffer, a daughter,
1111111111111111111111S111111l91110111111111111111111111111111111111 -fall to follow your own mind,
but
in your love life you may need to Walter and Dorothy Coffer, of
advice. So often you can mis- 164 W. Brooks, Road.
take care, interest admiration and
Rosalyn Ann Evans, a daughmany other things for love, which ter, to Walter and Clara Evans, of
means that unless we know its 2701 Select.
true meaning it so often leads to
Steven Jay Redmond, a son,
W ASHINGTON
(INS) — disaster.
Stephanie Joyce Redmond, a
The celebrated Eisenhower grin
Write your problems to Prof. Ar- daughter, to Claudy and Audrey
is missing from the President's turo Fernande
z care of the Tri- Redmon, of 3031 Tillman Cove.
new "official" photograph.
State Defender. 236 S. Wellington.
MAY 4, 1956
The picture, which will be disThaddeus Lyvon Hudson, a son,
tributed by the thousands durto Johnny L. and Luvornia Huding the election campaign, shows
son, of 1534 Ely.
a solemn, straight-mouthed elef
Deborah Ann Harris, a daughExecutive without a trace of a
ter, to Granville and Lillian Harsmile,
ris, of 890 E. Person.
The candid shot was snapped
Joe Edward Towns, jr., a son,
by George Tames, of the New
to Joe E. and Lebirta Towns, of
York Times, on April 16, just
BOSTON — (INS) —
before Mr. Eisenhower went on
S. Rep. 384 Mulberry.
Freddie Mae Miller. a daughter,
television at the White House to Thomas J. Lane of Lawrence,
explain his veto of the farm bill. surrendered Monday to federal to Mortise and Ethel Miller, of 855
It replaces a smiling photo- authorities and was transported Majestic.
Roane Charles Pittman, a son,
graph taken by Tames in the to the correctional institution at
to Robert and Alberta Pittman, of
same setting in 1,957 as the Presi- Danbury, Conn.
The Democratic representativo 5064 High.
dent announced the end of the
since
1942 surrendered to begin a
Richard Moore, jr., a .on, to
Korean War.
four-months sentence for evasion Richard and Katherine Moore,
811111111111111111111111111118111111111!IIMIH11118111111111111P of S38,500 in income taxes
over of 591 S. Fourth
a three-year period.
Michael Smith, a son, to WilBandits Get $50,000 Loot
He announced he would not col- lie and Rennie Smith, of 114 TemWORCESTER. Mass. — INS) — lect his pay as congress
man dur- ple.
Three gunmen invaded the home ing his stay in jail. He was
Carolyn Louise Kimble, a
silent
of an auto agency owner in Wor- on his future plans, but associates daughter,
to Kelsey and Queen
cester Monday and escaped with believe he will seek
re-electim. Ann Kimble, of 445 South Lauder$50.000 in jewels and cash.
this November.
dale.
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Rev. King To Address May 17 NAACP Banquet
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OONT MISS THE FUN OF SMOKING

Mildness is a Pleasure
with Pall Mall

Eisenhower Grin
Missing In New
Official Photo

Mass. Statesman
Begins Jail Term
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meet
the
light as,a
whisper'
flavor of
DARK EY
vodka
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For Flavor AND Mildness

•Don't miss the fun of smoking.
Mildness is something you enjoy.
...it's a
pleasure with PALL MALL, because
PALL MALL's natural filter—greater length
of traditionally fine tobaccos—travels the
smoke further, filters the smoke
and makes it mild.
• So—get more fun out of smoking! Enjoy
smoothness, mildness and satisfaction no
other cigarette can offer. Buy PALL MALL
in the distinguished red package today!
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Colr CIGAM SSSSS

Your appreciation of PALL MA LL quality
has made it America's
1110A t successful and most imitated
cigarette.
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